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BACK IN BLACK PUBLICA-
TIONS

! Marvel Comics pub-
lished the Back in Black series to 
depict the effect that the super-
hero Civil War and the resulting 
Initiative had on Peter Parker and 
his family.  The comics ran in 
three titles that ran three concur-
rent story lines.  

Amazing Spider-Man
(539 - 543)

J. Michael Straczynski: Writer
Ron Garney: Pencils

Friendly Neighborhood
Spider-Man  (17-22)

Peter David: Writer
Todd Nauck:  Pencils

Sensational Spider-Man
(35 - 39)

Roberto Aguirre-Sacasa: Writer
Ramon Bachs: Pencils
Angel Medina: Pencils
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BACK IN BLACK AND THE ME-
TAHUMAN RESPONSE ACT

! This Event presumes 
that the Superhuman Civil War 
took place as described in the 
comics and the Civil War Event 
Book.  However, if the heroes 
managed to get the Metahuman 
Response Act* passed instead 
things turn out differently for them.

! First off, since there 
was no superhuman civil war, 
chances are, the heroes are not 
fugitives unless they did some 
very bad things between the pas-
sage of the MRA and now.  Thus, 
they will not have near as much 
problems with the police as this 
Event presumes.  Also, chances 
are that Detective Fogg does not 
have a reason to set up a sting to 
capture Spider-Man, so Ethan 
Myers will have to have drawn the 
detective’s attention in some other 
way.  Perhaps he’s been messing 
up as “Spider-Man” for a day or 
more, and the police have decided 
to catch Spider-Man to stop him 
from causing more trouble.

! Second, Peter proba-
bly didn’t reveal his identity to the 
public, so the Kingpin will have to 
have figured out Peter’s secret in 
some other way.  He may also 
have sold this information to Cal-
vin Zabo.  

! Of course, Spider-
Man may have revealed his iden-
tity anyway rather than have to 
license two separate identities; 
perhaps he decided that the pas-
sage of the MRA was a good op-
portunity to finally stop leading a 
double-life.

*See Liberty And Justice For All, a 
Civil War supplement found on the 
Marvel Heroic RPG fan site Plot 
Points and written by yours truly.



SPIDER-MAN
BACK IN BLACK

A CIVIL WAR AFTERMATH EVENT FOR THE 
MARVEL HEROIC RPG

WRITTEN BY JAYSON JOLIN

! Peter Parker originally stood with Tony Stark, agreeing to the merits of the 
Superhero Registration Act and fighting for the Pro-Registration side at the outset of 
the civil war.  He registered and revealed his identity to the world; the poster-boy for 
compliance with the Act.  Then, in a moment of conscience, he switched sides.  
Branded a criminal, he fought as hard as any hero to end the civil war in favor of the 
resistance.  Unfortunately, his side lost.

! Now on the run, his life is falling apart.  His wife Mary Jane and his Aunt May  
suffer because of him.  It is a very dark time for Peter.  The Red and Blues no longer 
suit his mood nor his need for stealth.  Despite his wife’s distaste for it and the 
memories it invokes of his time bonded with the Venom symbiote, Peter has donned 
the black costume once more.
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HOOKS FOR OTHER HEROES

! Although this Event 
focuses on the plight of Spider-
Man, other heroes could face 
similar challenges.  Perhaps the 
Kingpin has other informants that 
have located the heroes and rat-
ted out the heroes and their fami-
lies.  The Kingpin may have hired 
the same sniper to take out the 
heroes, and when he fled the 
scene of his attack on Peter he 
dropped his hit list.  This could 
prove a powerful recruiting tool for 
Peter to gather up the heroes.

! Alternatively, the 
Watcher could have a team of 
assassins, each the top in their 
field, each hitting the heroes in 
separate locations at the same 
time.  The Watcher will have to set 
up the circumstances of each hit 
(location, means, secondary tar-
gets, etc).  In this instance, all at-
tacks occur during Action: Fragile 
Family, with the Watcher running 
the various different mini-scenes 
as part of one Action Order and all 
heroes operating Solo.  After the 
attacks, the heroes would all show 
up at the hospital at the same time 
(it’s the best hospital in the city, so 
that’s where the heroes end up), 
see the commonality of their cir-
cumstances, and join forces.



STRUCTURE OF THE EVENT
! Spider-Man: Back In Black presents the dark world in which the web-slinger 
finds himself after the tragic end to Civil War.  Although the original story focused on 
Spider-Man, much of the event could center on Spider-Man’s closest allies or include 
them in a Buddy or Team setup.

! The comics presented several concurring story arcs.  This Event divides its 
Scenes along lines similar to the published material.  However, this does not imply a 
strict order of events; apart from a few key Scenes that must occur in order, the he-
roes could hop between story arcs with relative ease.

✦ Amazing Spider-Man depicts the core storyline of Back In Black.  Aunt May 
gets shot by a sniper gunning for Peter, and with Mary Jane watching over May 
in the hospital, Peter can focus on getting revenge on the man who hired the 
sniper: the criminal mastermind Kingpin.

✦ Sensational Spider-Man uncovers a sinister plot by the horrible Dr. Calvin 
Zabo to discern what caused Peter Parker to choose an altruistic life instead of 
some other amoral or immoral path.  And if that quest for knowledge means 
unleashing a horde of spider-powered punks on Manhattan, well that is a price 
Mr. Hyde is willing to pay.  

✦ Friendly Neighborhood Spider-Man shares the strange story of Spider-Man 
and the Sandman teaming up to defeat a threat from the alternate future of 
2211.  Could it be a future version of one of his old foes?

✦ Hero Datafiles provides stats for Spider-Man and several of his allies.
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MILESTONES
! Although Spider-Man’s Milestones are described in his Datafile, you can use 
this Event with other heroes as well.  Many heroes could have wound up in situa-
tions similar to Peter, and have a tough time of it under the boot of the Initiative.
  
BITTER AFTERTASTE
! Your “old friends” who sided 
with the government oppressors now 
hunt you like some criminal.  You stood 
up for their rights when they cowed be-
fore a bigoted minority.  You feel noth-
ing but contempt for these “heroes” and 
want nothing to do with them.

CONTINUE THE FIGHT
! The war may have ended, but 
not for you.  The SHRA represents to-
talitarian oppression by the state, and 
you mean to keep up the fight until you 
see justice or you die trying.

NO MORE NICE HERO
! You don’t believe in justice any 
more.  Not from the government, not 
from the “heroes,” and not from the 
press.  You don’t believe in innocent 
people any more, either.  You just do 
what you need to do to protect yourself 
and yours.

1 XP when you ignore a plea for 
help from a civilian to focus 
on your own problems.

3 XP when you use excessive 
force to subdue an oppo-
nent.

10 XP when you either cross the 
line and kill an opponent in 
cold blood or you realize the 
depth of your fall from hero-
ism and vow to return to 
your heroic ways.

ON THE RUN
! The law has singled you out for 
arrest as an unregistered hero.  You 
have to keep moving and stay out of 
sight or they’ll find you.

1 XP when you abandon a Scene 
at the first sign of law en-
forcement.

3 XP when you put yourself at risk 
of capture by law enforce-
ment in order to protect an 
innocent life.

10 XP when you either surrender to 
law enforcement and agree 
to register so that you can 
return to a semi-normal life 
or you change your identity 
completely and abandon 
heroics so the law can’t 
touch you anymore.
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1 XP when you contact a pro-
registration hero you de-
spise for assistance.

3 XP when you get into a confron-
tation with a pro-registration 
hero and blame them for 
your current outlaw status.

10 XP when you either control your 
anger and part ways with 
the pro-registration hero 
without coming to blows or 
you start a fight with the 
hero and risk incarceration.

1 XP when you risk capture to 
make an anti-SHRA state-
ment at a public event or to 
a reporter.

3 XP when your actions both as a 
hero and as a citizen fighting 
for your rights convinces 
someone in authority that 
the SHRA may be unjust.

10 XP when you either give up on 
the fight to defeat the SHRA 
and cease your heroics in a 
country that obviously 
doesn’t deserve your protec-
tion or you manage to sway 
the courts or the public to 
abolish the SHRA.



UNLOCKABLES
! Heroes playing Back In Black can unlock the following treasures during the 
course of the game:

➡ [5 XP / 10 XP] Amnesty:  Although they’ve broken the law, the hero’s actions 
may have proven so selfless and heroic that the government proves willing to 
extend an olive branch.  For 5 XP the government grants a temporary amnesty 
to the hero until the completion of the current story arc, after which the gov-
ernment gives the hero a “head start” before coming to look for him again.  For 
10 XP the amnesty is permanent, provided the hero registers and becomes a 
government-sanctioned hero.

➡ [5 XP / 10 XP] Law Enforcement Contact:  You have a friend on the force 
who will risk his career to help you.  For 5 XP the contact will provide a one-
time favor for the hero that places the contact at minimal risk (such as ensur-
ing that the force gets “flawed” information about where the hero will next show 
up).  For 10 XP the contact will do so once per story arc, provided the heroes 
do nothing to endanger the contact’s career or reputation.

➡ [5 XP / 10 XP] Sandman:  Once the events of Friendly Neighborhood Spider-
Man run their course, the heroes have gained an ally in Frank Marko and can 
call on him for aid.  For 5 XP the Sandman arrives to help the hero when 
called, then considers his debt paid and leaves.  For 10 XP the heroes can 
unlock Sandman as a playable hero.

➡ [5 XP / 10 XP] Secret Stash:  The heroes have access to one of the Green 
Goblin’s old stockpiles of weapons.  Either they stumble across it while adven-
turing or know about it from an earlier adventure.  For 5 XP the hero can take 
the Goblin Gear Power Set and add it to their datafile.  Once the Limit is put 
into play, the Goblin Gear breaks or is lost.  For 10 XP the hero knows how to 
repair or replace the equipment and can keep the Power Set permanently.

GOBLIN GEAR
IMPROVISED WEAPONSIMPROVISED WEAPONS
ELECTRIC BLAST D8 SUBSONIC FLIGHT D8
SUPERHUMAN DURABILITY D10 WEAPONS D8
SFX: Pumpkin Bombs: Against a single target, step up or double a Weapons die. 
Remove the highest rolling die and use three dice for the total.
SFX: Pumpkin Bombs: Against a single target, step up or double a Weapons die. 
Remove the highest rolling die and use three dice for the total.
SFX: Ghost Grenades. When using Weapons to inflict an Obscuring complica-
tion on a target, add a d6 and step up Weapons die.
SFX: Ghost Grenades. When using Weapons to inflict an Obscuring complica-
tion on a target, add a d6 and step up Weapons die.
SFX: Razor-Rangs. Step back the highest die in an attack action pool to add a 
d6 and step up physical stress inflicted.
SFX: Razor-Rangs. Step back the highest die in an attack action pool to add a 
d6 and step up physical stress inflicted.
Limit: Gear: Shutdown Wicked Goblin Arsenal to step up the lowest die in the 
doom pool or add a d6 doom die. Spend a doom die to recover Wicked Goblin 
Arsenal.

Limit: Gear: Shutdown Wicked Goblin Arsenal to step up the lowest die in the 
doom pool or add a d6 doom die. Spend a doom die to recover Wicked Goblin 
Arsenal.
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SUGGESTED PLAY ORDER

! Apart from the obvious 
fact that the heroes should play 
the scenes in each story arch in 
order, the Watcher should make 
sure that a few Scenes take place 
before all others.

! The Watcher should run 
all of the Buildup Scenes for 
Amazing Spider-Man before doing 
anything else.  The Watcher can 
then weave the heroes through all 
of the other story arcs as he sees 
fit by scheduling those Scenes in 
a reasonable manner.  

! The ultimate goal is to 
have Peter’s confrontation with 
the Kingpin take place after the 
other two story arcs have run their 
course.  With all of his other ad-
ventures behind him, Peter can 
focus his entire attention on deal-
ing with Wilson Fisk.

! The final order of events 
is up to the Watcher; he can even 
run all three story arcs independ-
ently, though running the other 
two story arcs after Amazing 
Spider-Man runs its course might 
seem anti-climatic to the players.  
Also, by running the story in a 
woven manner, the Watcher will 
have many more doom die avail-
able to use in the battle with Fisk, 
making the fight one to remember.



AMAZING SPIDER-MAN
! On the very day of the final battle that brought the Civil War to its close, Peter 
retreats from the battle’s end to the hotel room where he has hidden Mary Jane and 
Aunt May.  Unknown to him, the Kingpin has learned from informants where Peter is 
hiding with his family and plots from his prison cell.  He has hired a sniper to find and 
kill Peter or, failing that, kill either Mary Jane or Aunt May.

At the start of this Event, the doom pool begins at 2D6.

SCENE STRUCTURE
! Although the heroes can hop between story arcs during this Event, the 
Scenes in this story arc should progress as follows:

BUILDUP

✦ ACTION:  FRAGILE FAMILY: As the heroes try to regroup after the tragic end 
to the superhero civil war, a sniper comes to call...

✦ TRANSITION:  FAMILY EMERGENCY: The heroes must rush an injured family 
member to the hospital and track down the sniper.

✦ TRANSITION:  SNIPER’S NEST:  The heroes need to find out who tried to kill 
them, and the sniper’s nest is the best place to start.

✦ ACTION: WAREHOUSE WAR: Having found a clue to the the sniper’s identity, 
the heroes crash an illegal gun shipment to find new leads. 

✦ TRANSITION:  BACK IN BLACK: The heroes go looking for those who can 
identify the sniper.

KEY SCENES

✦ ACTION: INTERROGATION: The heroes find, fight and interrogate a high-end 
weapons dealer to find the identity of the sniper.

✦ TRANSITION: HUNT FOR JAKE MARTINO: Now that they know his name, 
the heroes must track him down.

✦ ACTION: GRAND CENTRAL STATION: The heroes hunt down the sniper, but 
can they get what they need before someone else gets to him first?

✦ TRANSITION:  SYMMETRY: The sniper is on death’s door, so how can the 
heroes find out who hired him? 

✦ ACTION:  KINGPIN: The heroes need to teach the Kingpin to never target 
them again, and that he isn’t the king of the underworld any more.

✦ TRANSITION:  FAILING HEALTH: Although the heroes have dealt with the 
Kingpin, Aunt May’s health worsens, and they must devise a plan to save her.

✦ ACTION:  BREAKING THE LAW: The heroes must decide how far they will go 
to save Aunt May.
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CHOOSING YOUR TARGET

! As the Watcher you 
have the option to target Mary 
Jane or Peter instead of Aunt 
May.  For the purposes of get-
ting Peter to his darkest place, 
any of the three options is fine.

! Targeting Aunt May fol-
lows the path of the comics.  
Stressing Peter out Emotionally 
causes Aunt May to go into a 
coma.  Unless the heroes get 
her to a hospital soon she will 
perish before the night is out.

! At the Watcher’s option 
the attack could strike Mary 
Jane instead of Aunt May.    
Peter will feel just as guilty if MJ 
is injured or dying as he would if 
Aunt May were at death’s door.  

! Whatever course you 
take, make sure that all attacks 
do Emotional Stress on Peter 
instead of Physical Stress.  This 
attack proves that he has 
placed his family in life-
threatening danger.  He must 
find out who hired the sniper 
before his family gets caught in 
the crossfire.

DOOM POOL:  2D6

6 6



ACTION:  FRAGILE FAMILY
! The civil war has ended, and your side lost.  You are now a fugitive on the 
run from the law, a criminal.  You have spent your entire adult life fighting criminals; to 
be counted among them seems darkly ironic.  Still, you have kept your family safe, 
and as long as you can do that, you feel certain you can eventually work out your 
legal problems.

! Peter is in a nondescript hotel with His Wife And Aunt.  He’s just returned 
from the final battle of Civil War, and has changed into his street clothes and packed 
away his Red and Blues.  Outside there are a few Parked Cars but not much else.  
All is quiet, and the heroes don’t think anyone can find them here.  They are wrong.

! The action begins with the Watcher going first in the Initiative order as the 
sniper.  The sniper will fire from an apartment in a building directly across from Pe-
ter’s hotel room.  He attempts to kill all three targets, though the Watcher should tar-
get Aunt May or Mary Jane first in order to inflict Emotional Stress on Peter.  If Peter 
stresses out, either Aunt May or Mary Jane lapses into a coma.

! Should the heroes not immediately pursue the sniper, he polices his brass, 
cleans up his equipment, and sneaks away.  It will prove exceptionally difficult to 
trace him, though if the heroes do enough digging they can eventually get an infor-
mant to give up the sniper.  However, if the heroes cause any physical stress at all, 
he leaves behind the sniper scope that the heroes may find later.

! If the heroes do pursue the sniper he fires with his rifle as he makes his es-
cape.  Seriously consider spending doom dice to End the Scene before the heroes 
capture the sniper.  If the heroes do catch the sniper, proceed to Transition:  Symme-
try.  Otherwise go to Transition:  Family Emergency.

Sniper D10

SOLO D8! ! BUDDY D6!! TEAM D4

ENHANCED SENSES D8! ! SNIPER RIFLE D8
SFX:  Multipower:  Use both Enhanced Senses and Sniper Rifle in 
a single dice pool but step both down to 2D6.
Limit: Gear:  Shutdown both powers to gain a D6 to the doom pool 
or step up an existing doom die.  Spend an action to recover.
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TRANSITION:  FAMILY EMERGENCY
! A sniper has targeted you and your family.  You have to ensure that your fam-
ily is safe, and then track this gunman down.  Once you find out who hired him, that 
villain will pay!

! After the tragic events of Action: Fragile Family the heroes will have to deal 
with a few problems.  They may have to deal with an injured family member, and 
they may have to track the sniper if he got away.  

RUSH TO THE HOSPITAL

! The heroes must get any injured family member to the hospital quickly.  They 
will have to avoid police, whom are rushing to the hotel in response to neighbors 
calling 9-1-1 as a result of the fight with the sniper.  Remember, the heroes are fugi-
tives.  If the police and the heroes interact, the Watcher will have to whip up a quick 
Action Scene where the heroes either fight with or flee from the authorities.

! Once at the hospital, the staff will focus on the injured family member rather 
than report the hero.  Hospital security, on the other hand, will call the police at the 
first sign of the heroes causing any trouble for the staff.

! Once at the hospital, Mary Jane will have to register May.  In order to avoid 
the police coming to arrest Mary Jane, she’ll have to register May as May Reiley, her 
maiden name.  However, since May has a gunshot wound, they’ll be asked by the 
medical staff to file a report with the police.  If they fail to do so in order to remain 
hidden from the law, they’ll have committed a felony; they really are criminals now.

MARY JANE WATSON-PARKER
SOLO D6 STUNNING SUPERMODEL
BUDDY D8 DEVOTED TO FAMILY
TEAM D4 FACE IT TIGER, YOU’VE HIT THE JACKPOT!
IMPROVISED WEAPONSIMPROVISED WEAPONS
ATTACK D8
SFX: Versatile:  Split ATTACK into 2D6 or 3D4.SFX: Versatile:  Split ATTACK into 2D6 or 3D4.
Limit: Gear: Shutdown Attack and add a die to the doom pool or step up the 
smallest doom die.  Spend a die from the doom pool to recover.
Limit: Gear: Shutdown Attack and add a die to the doom pool or step up the 
smallest doom die.  Spend a die from the doom pool to recover.

Psych Expert D8

Mary Jane can turn heads without even trying, and sometimes that gets her into 
trouble.  Her dedication to those she loves drives her to herculean acts of brav-
ery.  Her quiet bravery and love can refocus other heroes whom might otherwise 
lose themselves in despair or rage.
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FAMILY COMFORT

! Peter will likely need to re-
cover Emotional Stress at this 
point.  Assuming she’s still healthy, 
Mary Jane can assist in recovering 
Peter’s Stress.  Her stats are pro-
vided in the main text for that pur-
pose.

! If MJ got put in the hospital 
instead of Aunt May, then the 
Watcher can have Aunt May pro-
vide the emotional support Peter 
needs to recover.  Aunt May’s stats 
are below:

AUNT MAY

Solo D8
Buddy D8
Team D8

Doting Aunt
Make The Most of The Least

Fragile Yet Tough

Psych D8

! Aunt May can’t really handle 
herself in a fight, so if she’s the one 
watching over MJ in the hospital, 
Peter will probably want to call in a 
favor and have someone keep an 
eye on Aunt May.  Anyone from 
Peter’s list of allies would do, from 
Flash Thompson to Robbie Rober-
son.



TRANSITION: SNIPER’S NEST
! You let the sniper get away in order to get Aunt May to the hospital.  Now 
you must find the monster who endangered your family.  You will not be kind when 
you find him.

! The heroes may have focused on their family, merely driving away the 
sniper rather than attempting capture.  If so, they need to return to the sniper’s nest 
in the building across from the hotel to gain clues as to his identity.  Only once they 
find the sniper can they hope to determine who sent him.  

! Police Investigators swarm around the hotel looking for clues as to where 
Peter has fled.  However, only a lone police officer guards the apartment where the 
sniper hid.  They have secured only he hotel portion of the crime scene.  The heroes 
can easily sneak past him if they try, though they can also just walk in and take the 
cop out if they feel particularly bold.  This will amount to assaulting an officer, which 
is a felony offense with a minimum ten-year sentence (probably more since judges 
tend to throw the book at people who assault cops).

! The heroes will have to search the room.  If successful against the doom 
pool, they’ll find a Gunter-Wass sniper scope (which is probably broken if the heroes 
fought back at all during the first Scene).  The heroes will know that only profes-
sional snipers use sights of this type.

✦ Combat Resource: Scopes of this type are often traded on the black market.  
There is a warehouse where black market deals are often made.  It is fre-
quented only by the elite of the criminal underworld; fiends whom even the 
police are afraid to pursue.  The things that go down here include drug deals 
to celebrities and congressmen, human trafficking and weapons deals.

✦ Menace Resource: The heroes can shake down some thugs to discover who 
knows the sniper.  Eventually they find a thug who knows where the sniper 
might have acquired his gear: the warehouse described above.

Expert Policeman D8

SOLO D4! ! BUDDY D8! ! TEAM D6

KEVLAR ARMOR D8! ! PISTOL D8
SFX:  Versatile:  Use either Kevlar Armor or Pistol as a 2D6 or a 3D4.
Limit: Gear:  Shutdown Kevlar Armor or Small Arms to gain a D6 to the doom 
pool or step up an existing doom die.  Spend an action to recover.
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! HOSPITAL BILLS

! Due to their current legal 
circumstances, the heroes are on 
the run, have had their assets fro-
zen, and in general have very little 
access to money.  They emptied 
their savings accounts prior to 
choosing sides in the Civil War, but 
that money won’t last long in cover-
ing May’s bills.  In addition, the fact 
that Peter’s entire family is wanted 
by the police, M.J. had to register 
May under her maiden name of 
Reilly and pay cash for her care, but 
since cash transactions at hospitals 
are so rare these days, eventually 
people will start to ask questions 
and the authorities will recognize 
May Reilly as May Parker, and then 
those who want to hurt Peter will 
come looking for him there.

! The Watcher can add addi-
tional Scenes to the story in which 
the heroes attempt to secure addi-
tional funds to keep May’s treat-
ments going.  This can run the 
gambit from calling in favors from 
wealthy allies (or former allies whom 
the heroes feel owe them big time) 
to actually stealing the money 
(though that will make the law less 
cooperative in Sensational Spider-
Man, to state the least of the prob-
lems that will incur).  Spider-Man 
doesn’t necessarily realize it, but he 
can definitely count on Flash Thom-
son for help, as he’s Spider-Man’s 
#1 fan.

! Peter is undercover as Ben 
Reilly at Midtown High as an assis-
tant coach working for Flash.  The 
money he makes barely keeps him 
and M.J. fed, and doesn’t contribute 
to May’s medical bills at all.



ACTION: WAREHOUSE WAR
! You’ve found the elite among the scum, the ones even the police know better 
than to mess with.  These ghouls sell weapons to the types of cowardly killers that 
put your Aunt May on death’s door.  They will tell you how to find that sniper.

! The warehouse is Packed With Crates.  Inside these crates are any kind of 
contraband you could imagine, which makes for a great opportunity for Assets.  
When the heroes arrive, there is already a deal in the works.  There are currently five 
criminals here in the midst of a gun deal.  If the heroes make a perception roll 
against the doom pool they can discern which of the men is the dealer, and thus the 
one person who will know the most about the sniper scope and who would purchase 
such a scope.  Once identified, the heroes should attempt to subdue the other four 
men and question the dealer.

! The dealer is basically a coward, but he fears what his clients will do if he 
talks to the heroes.  If the heroes Emotionally Stress Out the dealer, he will identify 
the scope as a Gunter-Wass.  It is a high-grade lens with a fixed power optic which 
provides zero distortion.  It is also extremely expensive and difficult to get in the 
United States; only four dealers sell them, all black market types.  It doesn’t take 
much more persuasion for him to name those who deal in such scopes.

SMUGGLERS
TEAM 4D8 BEST IN THE BUSINESS OF CRIME

ARMED TO THE TEETH
EVERY MAN FOR HIMSELF

PACKING HEATPACKING HEAT
MACHINE GUNS D8
SFX: Versatile:  Split ATTACK into 2D6 or 3D4.SFX: Versatile:  Split ATTACK into 2D6 or 3D4.
Limit: Gear: Shutdown Packing Heat and add a die to the doom pool or step up 
the smallest doom die.  Spend a die from the doom pool to recover.
Limit: Gear: Shutdown Packing Heat and add a die to the doom pool or step up 
the smallest doom die.  Spend a die from the doom pool to recover.

Covert Expert D8 Combat Expert D8
Crime Master D10

GUN DEALER
SOLO D8 EXCLUSIVE ARMS AND AMMO
BUDDY D6 WE CAN MAKE SOME KIND OF DEAL
TEAM D4 THEY’LL KILL ME IF I TALK
GUNS ON THE RUNGUNS ON THE RUN
MACHINE GUNS D8 SPEED D6
SFX: Dangerous:  Add a D6 to your dice pool for an action and step back the 
highest die in the pool by -1.  Step up Physical Stress inflicted by +1.
SFX: Dangerous:  Add a D6 to your dice pool for an action and step back the 
highest die in the pool by -1.  Step up Physical Stress inflicted by +1.
Limit: Exhausted: Shutdown Machine Guns and add a die to the doom pool.  
Recover the power by activating an opportunity or during a Transition Scene.
Limit: Exhausted: Shutdown Machine Guns and add a die to the doom pool.  
Recover the power by activating an opportunity or during a Transition Scene.

Covert Expert D8 Combat Expert D8
Crime Master D10
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DEAR AUNT MAY

! May Parker is hanging on by 
a thread.  She’s in a coma, and 
only continues to live because the 
machines to which she is con-
nected are keeping her alive.  
However, the Watcher should not 
allow her condition to deteriorate 
too far; hope that she will recover 
is all that is keeping Peter going at 
the moment.



TRANSITION:  BACK IN BLACK
! A long time ago, you stashed away your black costume in the rafters of an 
old gothic high-rise with the intention of never retrieving it.  Mary Jane hated it, as it 
reminded her of Venom.  You didn’t like it since you felt it sent the wrong message.  
Well now the message has changed, and you’ve retrieved the black costume.  The 
old rules don’t apply.  Watch out, killers; Spider-Man is Back In Black!

! This is the first scene in which Peter has on the Black Costume.  This is also 
where the Watcher can begin hopping between story arcs.  Now Peter has the cos-
tume, and has his main mission set before him.  He can safely hop between side-
missions and his main quest to find the man responsible for May’s condition.

! During this scene, Peter can covertly check in on May, or he can just call 
Mary Jane to get a status update.  M.J. hasn’t left May since the attack, though the 
doctors won’t let her in the room with May since May is too unstable.  M.J. offers 
what support she can to Peter, but there’s little she can do but wait and hope that 
their savings will hold out long enough for May to recover.

! The heroes will want to follow up on the four names and addresses they got 
from the gun dealer.  Three of them are dead ends.  That only leaves the fourth to 
investigate.
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THE KINGPIN’S MOTIVE

! The Kingpin was placed in 
jail due to his obsession with 
Daredevil, and thanks to his law-
yers chances are that he will not 
remain in jail for very much longer.  
What reason, then, did he have 
for hiring a hit-man to kill Peter 
and his family?

! Simply, Spider-Man, like 
Daredevil, has proven a thorn in 
Kingpin’s side for years.  When an 
anonymous passer-by recognized 
Peter going into a hotel room and 
sold that information to Kingpin’s 
lackeys, Kingpin saw Peter at his 
weakest, and decided to get his 
revenge.  

! Why go after M.J. and 
Aunt May?  To make Peter suffer, 
drive him to the darkest of his dark 
places, and then when he can go 
no lower, kill him.

! Of course, Peter is King-
pin’s primary target.  He’d be hap-
piest if Peter is killed by the sniper 
on the first shot.  But he knows 
better than to think it will go down 
that way.  So he orders the sniper 
to take out M.J. and Aunt May as 
secondary targets.  If he fails in 
killing Peter, there’s always an-
other time...



ACTION: INTERROGATION
! You’ve arrived at the penthouse address of the last high-priced gun dealer 
known to deal in the scope used by the sniper.  These types don’t rat out their clients; 
bad for business.  Of course, so are you.

! This gun dealer has more moxie than the first one.  He doesn’t fear the he-
roes as they are outlaws themselves and can’t rely on the police backing them up.  
He figures the heroes won’t do anything “unheroic” so he feels safe.  However, if he 
fears for his life he will talk, so stressing the guy out emotionally will work.

! The dealer gives up three names.  Two are big-game hunters currently out of 
the country on safari.  The other is Peter’s sniper; a man named Jake Martino.  Jake 
is a freelance hit-man who works all across the country, but whom none of the he-
roes have met before.  This tells the heroes that the hit on Peter and his family 
wasn’t personal; Jake was hired by someone else to kill them.  To find out who or-
dered the hit, the heroes must find Jake.

! If the Watcher chose to have multiple assassins target the various heroes, 
the gun dealer gives them all up.  The Watcher will have to set up scenarios for hunt-
ing down each one.  They only need one of the snipers to give up the Kingpin, but 
the heroes’ families remain in danger until all assassins are accounted for.

GUN DEALER II
SOLO D8 ONLY THE BEST FOR MY CLIENTS
BUDDY D6 COOL UNDER PRESSURE
TEAM D4 ALWAYS A WAY OUT
ALWAYS PACKINGALWAYS PACKING
GUNS D8
SFX: Dangerous:  Add a D6 to your dice pool for an action and step back the 
highest die in the pool by -1.  Step up Physical Stress inflicted by +1.
SFX: Dangerous:  Add a D6 to your dice pool for an action and step back the 
highest die in the pool by -1.  Step up Physical Stress inflicted by +1.
Limit: Exhausted: Shutdown Guns and add a die to the doom pool.  Recover the 
power by activating an opportunity or during a Transition Scene.
Limit: Exhausted: Shutdown Guns and add a die to the doom pool.  Recover the 
power by activating an opportunity or during a Transition Scene.

Covert Expert D10 Combat Expert D8
Crime Master D10
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TRANSITION:  HUNT FOR JAKE MARTINO
! You’ve identified the sniper as Jake Martino, a first-class sniper and cow-
ardly snake.  Now you just need to find him before he skips town.

! The heroes don’t have a lot of time.  Snipers do their jobs and then move 
on, having their payment for the hit wired to their accounts so there’s no direct con-
tact between assassin and client.  If the heroes don’t find him right away, they may 
never see him again and any hope of finding out who hired him will be lost.

! Let the heroes make their recovery checks, then have them decide how they 
want to track down Jake.  Resources are a good option at this point.

✦ Combat Resource: Someone you know with ties to the black market has 
heard of Jake and has heard rumors of his address.

✦ Covert Resource: Your connection with the CIA/SHIELD/FBI or other spy or-
ganization knows that Jake keeps an apartment in a brownstone on the 
Upper-West Side.

✦ Crime Resource: Same as the Covert Resource, but your contact is on the 
NYPD.  Alternatively, you sneak into a squad car while the police are busy with 
an unrelated case (perhaps dealing with a domestic issue) and search their 
database for his address.

✦ Menace Resource: Canvassing the underworld, the heroes shake up the riff-
raff until one of them gives up Jakes address.!

! When the heroes finally get to the apartment in question, Jake has already 
cleared out.  However, his landlord is happy to help the heroes, as he respects Cap-
tain America and the heroes fought along side Cap during the Civil War.  He tells the 
heroes that Jake left just a little while ago in a cab bound for Grand Central Station.
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ACTION:  GRAND CENTRAL STATION
! It makes sense that Jake Martino would leave Manhattan by train; assassins 
can’t exactly make it through airport customs with their gear.  However, you have to 
hustle if you want to catch him.  Of course, you have no idea what he looks like, 
which kind of makes this a needle-in-a-haystack situation.

! The heroes will have to search Grand Central Station for Jake without know-
ing what he looks like.  However, those with Enhanced Senses can still pick him out 
by how he reacts to their presence.  He’ll run as soon as he realize the heroes have 
identified him, and he’s armed with an Uzi and a pistol which he’ll use to cover his 
escape.

! Jake will fight until disarmed.  He doesn’t want to name his employer, but the 
heroes can be very persuasive.  However, just before Jake spills his secret, the 
Watcher should interrupt the Initiative order and introduce a new villain; the hit man.

! The hit man will use his action to kill Jake, which automatically hits (though 
he still has to roll to deal out damage to the heroes as Mental Stress).  He flees on 
his next action.  Jake’s not dead, but he’s dying and his secrets will die with him un-
less the heroes get him medical attention.  Fortunately, security already called the 
ambulance and the cops when the shooting started, and Jake is rushed to the very 
same hospital where doctors work to save May’s life.  The heroes can either stick 
with Jake in hopes that he pulls through and can talk or they can pursue the hit man.  
If the heroes catch him here, breaking him either mentally or emotionally will reveal 
the name of his employer:  the Kingpin.  Otherwise, proceed to Transition:  Symme-
try.

HIT MAN
SOLO D8 TARGET ACQUIRED
BUDDY D6 FINISH THE JOB
TEAM D4 I WAS NEVER HERE
TOOLS OF THE TRADETOOLS OF THE TRADE
GUNS D8 KEVLAR D8
SFX: Dangerous:  Add a D6 to your dice pool for an action and step back the 
highest die in the pool by -1.  Step up Physical Stress inflicted by +1.
SFX: Dangerous:  Add a D6 to your dice pool for an action and step back the 
highest die in the pool by -1.  Step up Physical Stress inflicted by +1.
Limit: Exhausted: Shutdown Guns and add a die to the doom pool.  Recover 
the power by activating an opportunity or during a Transition Scene.
Limit: Exhausted: Shutdown Guns and add a die to the doom pool.  Recover 
the power by activating an opportunity or during a Transition Scene.

Combat Expert D10 Crime Expert D10
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TRANSITION:  SYMMETRY
! Part of you is offended that the same doctors working to keep Aunt May 
alive now also strive to save the man that shot her, but another part of you sees 
symmetry in that, and approves.  If the sniper also dies tonight at the hands of an-
other assassin, the symmetry will be thick enough to cut with a knife.  You just hope 
you can get the name of the sniper’s employer from him before then.

! The heroes follow Jake to the hospital and wait to talk to him.  Unfortunately, 
he never wakes up, dying mere minutes after entering surgery.  However, perceptive 
heroes will notice the hit man lingering nearby, checking that his work is done.  As 
the hit man leaves, he dials his cell phone, and confirms the kill; he’s talking to his 
employer right now.  His employer evidently wanted no direct connection between 
himself and the assassin, but now has provided the heroes with the means to find 
him.

! The heroes can elect to wait until the hit man finishes his call and then con-
front him, or they can snatch the phone from him and talk to his employer directly.  
In either case, during this scene they learn that the Kingpin ordered the hit as they 
recognize his voice immediately.  Of course, the heroes now know right where to 
find him, since he’s in jail.

! The heroes now have a problem; how do they get their enemies, Kingpin in 
particular, to stop targeting them and their families?  Even from jail, Kingpin com-
mands most of Manhattan’s underworld.  What can get a man like him to back off?  
The only way to stop Kingpin is to humiliate him in front of those whose respect he 
needs to function.  They need to fight him and destroy his reputation as unstoppa-
ble.  To do that, they need to break into prison and face the Kingpin.
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ACTION: KINGPIN
! Security at this prison is extremely, unnaturally light tonight.  All of the guards 
are looking the other way.  That can only mean one thing; Kingpin knows the heroes 
are coming, and he wants them to come.  He has paid off the right people and the 
heroes are now waltzing into a trap.  Good, because you plan to make that trap 
spring on the Kingpin.

! Once inside the jail the heroes work their way to the central cell block where 
Kingpin awaits in his classic white suit and resting smugly on his cane.  Around him 
all of the prisoners have gathered to watch the Kingpin destroy the heroes.  A hand-
ful of thugs have even signed on to help him.

! Kingpin will address the crowd, and give a speech about how no matter what 
mistakes have landed his audience here, all of them have one thing in common, and 
that is that they all look down on chumps like the heroes.  A chump, he explains, be-
lieves in the greater good, in good triumphing over evil because it is good, trusts 
governments, trusts his fellow citizens.  A chump trusts a man in an iron mask who 
says “show the world your true face, Peter.  It’ll be okay.”  Well, the world saw Pe-
ter’s true face; the face of a chump.

! Kingpin continues to needle the heroes, saying that they are now hunted by 
the people they believed in, spurned by the system they supported, abandoned by 
the friends they though they had.  He chides them that their loved ones must live on 
the run on whatever cash they could scrape together at a moment’s notice, with only 
the clothes on their back, living in two-bit motels.  He mocks the fact that their be-
loveds are laying dying in the hospital because the heroes wouldn’t even stand still 
long enough to take the bullet that was theirs by right.  Their humor is gone, which is 
unfortunate, since after making a mockery of everything they stood for, what is left 
other than humor?

! The heroes have one objective here: bring the Kingpin to his knees and 
make sure everyone present knows that the Kingpin was at their mercy.  Then take 
that message further; make sure that all present know, and tell all they know, that 
they are at the heroes’ mercy.  That no one must ever target their loved ones again.  
Ever.  If they do, they’ll have to contend with the heroes, and the heroes will make 
sure that they don’t forget the experience.

THUGS
TEAM 5D8 NOTHING TO LOSE

HARDENED BY LIFE ON THE INSIDE
HEROES ARE CHUMPS

JAILHOUSE ROCKJAILHOUSE ROCK
ENHANCED DURABILITY D8 HOMEMADE KIFE D8
SFX: Roll With The Punch:  Spend a die from the doom pool to reroll when 
using any Jailhouse Rock power.
SFX: Roll With The Punch:  Spend a die from the doom pool to reroll when 
using any Jailhouse Rock power.
Limit: Exhausted: Shutdown any Jailhouse Rock power and add a die to the 
doom pool.  Recover the power by activating an opportunity or during a Transi-
tion Scene.

Limit: Exhausted: Shutdown any Jailhouse Rock power and add a die to the 
doom pool.  Recover the power by activating an opportunity or during a Transi-
tion Scene.

Combat Expert D8 Crime Expert D8
Menace Expert D8
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HOW DID KINGPIN END UP IN 
JAIL IN THE FIRST PLACE?

! Kingpin had made a deal with 
the FBI to help them apprehend 
Daredevil and provided proof that 
Daredevil and Matt Murdoch were 
one and the same.  However, when 
the FBI captured Matt, they double-
crossed Kingpin and arrested him 
as well.

! The FBI locked the sworn 
enemies up together in the same 
cell in the hopes that the pair would 
kill each other.  However, they 
wound up working together to sur-
vive a prison riot that broke out 
because of their presence.  

! When Kingpin attempted to 
ensure that Bullseye, whom was 
also at this prison, escaped, Matt 
Murdock intervened, and in the 
fight Bullseye missed a shot a Matt 
and instead shot the Kingpin in the 
knee.  Both Kingpin and Bullseye 
remained in prison while Matt 
managed to escape.

! Since then Kingpin has made 
preparations for his eventual re-
lease from prison, brokering deals 
through his lawyers and criminal 
contacts and buying off the right 
people.  He even stockpiled a 
king’s ransom and hid it away in a 
hollowed-out table in his cell for 
when he might need it.  He used 
that money to buy off the entire 
prison staff for one night so that 
they would “look the other way” 
when the heroes arrived and had 
their final confrontation with King-
pin.



! Once Kingpin has been humiliated via Emotional Trauma of D8 or higher, 
the heroes can leave and return to their loved ones’ side.  They can be secure in the 
knowledge that neither the Kingpin nor anyone else will target their families again.  
Now all they can do is try and find a way to help May recover.  And that might prove 
to be their toughest challenge yet.

KINGPIN [Wilson Fisk]
SOLO D10 CRIMINAL MASTERMIND
BUDDY D6 MASTER OF MARTIAL ARTS
TEAM D8 UTTERLY RUTHLESS
MASS OF MUSCLEMASS OF MUSCLE
ENHANCED REFLEXES D8 ENHANCED DURABILITY D8
ENHANCED STAMINA D8 ENHANCED STRENGTH D8
SFX: Boss of Bosses. Spend a doom die to step up a Crime Master stunt or re-
source and recover mental or emotional stress.
SFX: Boss of Bosses. Spend a doom die to step up a Crime Master stunt or re-
source and recover mental or emotional stress.
SFX: Criminal Empire. When using Business or Crime Master to create scene 
assets or complications, step up the effect die.
SFX: Criminal Empire. When using Business or Crime Master to create scene 
assets or complications, step up the effect die.
SFX: Grappling. When inflicting a restraining- or immobilization type complica-
tion on a target, add a d6 and step up the effect die.
SFX: Grappling. When inflicting a restraining- or immobilization type complica-
tion on a target, add a d6 and step up the effect die.
Limit: Exhausted:  Shutdown any Mass Of Muscle power to step up the lowest 
die in the doom pool or add a d6 doom die. Activate an opportunity to recover 
that power.

Limit: Exhausted:  Shutdown any Mass Of Muscle power to step up the lowest 
die in the doom pool or add a d6 doom die. Activate an opportunity to recover 
that power.

Business Master D10 Combat Master D10
Business Master D10 Menace Master D10
Psych Master D10

! Wilson Fisk rose from noth-
ing to a formidable figure in organ-
ized crime. Publicly an affluent spice 
merchant, the self-titled Kingpin of 
Crime runs a vast criminal empire 
well-protected by an army of high-
priced attorneys and loyal hench-
men. Fisk’s only real
soft spot is his wife Vanessa— he’s 
even worked with
bitter rival Daredevil
when she’s threat-
ened. Currently imprisoned, he’s
trying to secure his own release be-
fore one of his numerous enemies 
brings him down. Fisk’s massive bulk 
may seem obese and slow, but he’s 
a skilled combatant in excellent 
physical condition.
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TRANSITION:  FAILING HEALTH
! Now that you’ve got Kingpin off of your back and ensured that no one in the 
criminal underworld will ever target your family again, it is time to focus on the heal-
ing.  Unfortunately, May just isn’t getting better, and both time and money are run-
ning out.  Eventually, if you can’t find a way to help her, you will have to pull the plug.

! May is dying.  The hospital has done all it can but May just doesn’t have the 
strength to heal.  The heroes have a difficult choice to make; do they keep searching 
for a way to save May or do they say their goodbyes and move on?

! There are several things the heroes can try.  Peter once gave Aunt May a 
blood transfusion that saved her life, but due to his irradiated and mutated blood that 
had...complications.  Still, there are ways to avoid those, and Peter is capable of per-
forming the procedure.

! The heroes can seek out medical advice from the “big brains” of the Marvel 
Universe, but they will all say the same thing after reviewing May’s case.  She’s too 
weak now for any help.  She’s going to die soon.

! The heroes can also seek out the more arcane minds of the Marvel Universe, 
but they give the same response as the medical professionals.  She’s got a strong 
will, but she’s not fighting.  She wants to go.

! Peter can consult with a telepath to see what May wants him to do.  If none 
of the heroes have that ability, he can seek someone out who does; perhaps one of 
the X-Men, with whom he has several allies.  If so, see What Does May Want in the 
sidebar.

! Finally, the heroes might go the more demonic route, as Peter did in the com-
ics, and seek out Mephisto.  The demon will definitely save May, but he will have a 
price that may prove too high for the heroes.

! Before the heroes make their final decision, have them play out Action:  
Breaking The Law.  Then have them return to this question in a final Transition 
Scene.  The Scene should have as much emotional power as the Watcher can mus-
ter.  This Scene ends Back In Black, and should give ample reason for Spider-Man 
to return to the Red And Blues.
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WHAT DOES MAY WANT?

! If any of the heroes 
happen to have telepathic abili-
ties, they can offer to link Peter’s 
mind to May’s and have them dis-
cuss what May wants Peter to do.  
It is up to the player controlling 
Peter if he wants to do this.

! Should Peter “talk” to 
May in this way, he finds himself 
in front of his old home in 
Queens, with his Aunt sitting on 
the porch with Uncle Ben; May 
looks about ten years younger.  
Peter himself looks about sixteen.  
The world looks like it did before 
Peter became Spider-Man.  It 
looks idilic.

! Ben doesn’t talk; he 
just holds May’s hand and smiles 
warmly.  Peter and May can have 
their talk as the milk man and the 
mailman make their deliveries and 
families stroll by and children play 
in their yards.  May says she’s 
proud of the man Peter has be-
come, and that he shouldn’t give 
into despair or darkness.  That’s 
not how May raised him.  “Find 
the good in people, Peter.  You 
were always so good at that.”

! “You know why I al-
ways called you a frail young 
man?  I wasn’t talking about your 
body.  I was talking about your 
heart.  It is so big, so frail, so easy 
to hurt.  I want you to have a 
strong heart now.  For you, and 
for Mary Jane.  And for me.”

! “I had a good life, Pe-
ter.  I loved a good man and 
raised another.  I’m ready to go 
now.  I’m ready to rest.”

! “You need to let me 
go, Peter.”



ACTION:  BREAKING THE LAW
! So far you’ve managed to keep May’s identity secret, though you’ve had to 
break the law to do it since you never filed a report on the gunshot wound with the 
police.  You know that it is only a matter of time before you have to either move May 
to avoid suspicion...or pull the plug and let her go.

! While visiting May in the hospital and trying to figure out how best to treat 
her (or even if you can) Peter’s Spider-Sense warns of approaching danger.  A police 
detective, Lieutenant Detective Robert DeLint, has come to investigate May’s case.  
It seems that all of the suspicious behavior by Mary Jane and the heroes has drawn 
the detective’s attention.  He has come to arrest Mary Jane “Reilly” for her failure to 
file a report on May’s gunshot wound (unless they managed to find a way to file the 
report without giving away their identities, in which case the detective has come to 
arrest them for fraud, as he has done a background check and not found anyone 
named Mary Jane Reilly in existence anywhere).

! Take a look at The Felony Count in the sidebar.  At this moment, the heroes 
are on the cusp of making that list a reality.  They have a choice; let Mary Jane go to 
jail and find a way to get her out later or attack the police officer and begin racking up  
the felonies as they try to get May out of that hospital and smuggle her into another.  
If the heroes fight, use Detective Fogg’s datafile (found on page 25) for Detective 
DeLint, but change his Distinctions to LET’S DO THIS THE EASY WAY, I HAVEN’T 
GOT TIME FOR THIS, and ALWAYS SUSPICIOUS.

! Should they let M.J. go to jail, she does so willingly, and will stick to her story 
unless Peter tells her otherwise.  Peter will have to arrange for someone else to 
watch over May, though the police will eventually (within a few days) figure out who 
she and Mary Jane are.  At that point, the police will watch May until she either re-
covers or (more likely) dies.

! Racking up the felonies only makes things worse for the heroes, as it not 
only makes them true criminals but makes their loved ones accessories.  Also, even-
tually the police will track May from one hospital to the other and they’ll be in the 
same boat all over again.

! There is a third option.  The heroes can step into the light, admit everything, 
and appeal to Detective DeLint’s sense of compassion to allow Mary Jane and May 
to stay in the hospital undisturbed.  This will only work if all heroes present turn 
themselves in and swear that they coerced Mary Jane into breaking the law with 
Mary Jane swearing to that in court.  This sacrifice will protect Peter’s family which is 
all Peter really wanted in the first place.

! If the heroes have chosen the third option and have already come to their 
decision as to whether or not to let May pass on in peace, the detective concedes 
that they have that right and allows them to stay in the hospital long enough for the 
hospital staff to disconnect the life support equipment and for May to pass away.  
She does so in a manner of minutes.  After a few minutes to hug Mary Jane and cry, 
Detective DeLint handcuffs Peter and escorts him away.

! In prison, the heroes sit in their cells, and find some contentment.  May is no 
longer suffering, their families are safe, and they are no longer on the run.  With luck, 
they can get a good lawyer and rejoin their families in a few years, or even cut a deal 
and get some kind of amnesty.  Whatever the outcome, there is now reason to hope.
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THE FELONY COUNT

! During Back In Black in 
Amazing Spider-Man 543 Peter 
committed or recalled committing 
nine felonies.  The felonies are as 
follows.

1. Failing To File A Police Report 
On A Gunshot Wound

2. Assaulting A Police Officer*
3. Wrongful Imprisonment
4. Fleeing The Scene Of A Crime
5. Grand Theft Auto
6. Breaking And Entering
7. Reckless Endangerment
8. Forgery
9. Fraud

! Each felony charge has a 
minimum sentence of ten years.  
Peter is looking at ninety years to 
life in prison for a single night’s 
work, all for trying to keep Aunt 
May and Mary Jane safe from the 
law and keep May alive.

! It is entirely possible that 
the heroes will avoid most or even 
all of the above.  It is also possible 
that they’ll rack up even more 
charges.  The Watcher should 
make sure to spell out what con-
sequences the heroes’ actions will 
have prior to their committing to 
those actions.  Remind them that 
despite their current circum-
stances, they are still supposed to 
be heroes.

*During ASM 539, Peter also tech-
nically assaulted an officer by 
webbing him to a wall while 
searching the apartment used as 
the sniper’s nest.  That would 
make ten felonies in all.



SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MAN
! The heroes discover that someone new has decided to play Spider-Man.  
When the heroes investigate, they learn that someone has started converting home-
less or hopeless young men into spider-powered menaces.  Worse, the mutation 
has not stopped with granting powers, and the new spider-powered youths are turn-
ing into monstrosities and dying from the change.  The heroes must discover the 
mastermind behind the transformations before he can do any more damage.

SCENE STRUCTURE
! Although the heroes can hop between story arcs during this Event, the 
Scenes in this story arc should progress as follows:

BUILDUP

✦ ACTION:  PRISON RESCUE: The heroes go to covertly interrogate the first 
victim only to find him mutating and in pain and in need of immediate medical 
help.

✦ TRANSITION:  THE HALLS OF MEDICINE: The heroes need to ensure that 
the best medical minds are focused on saving and curing the young would-be 
Spider-hero.

KEY SCENES

✦ ACTION: HERDING SPIDERS: The heroes must round up all the affected 
youths before their mutations kill them or they hurt someone else.

✦ TRANSITION:  UNRAVELING THE WEB: The heroes must discern not only a 
cure for the spider-victims but also track down the mastermind behind them.

✦ ACTION: BENEATH MANHATTAN: Having tracked the unknown mastermind 
to the sewers, the heroes must find and rescue any prisoners they find.

✦ TRANSITION:  TALK TO THE PRISONERS: Once they have freed the prison-
ers, they learn the identity of their foe is Dr. Calvin Zabo and that he has one 
final prisoner; his control subject and Peter Parker’s former student Jordan 
Harrison.

✦ ACTION:  MR. HYDE: Before they can save Jordan, the heroes must deal with 
the monstrous Mr. Hyde.
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ACTION: PRISON RESCUE
! You caught wind through the Daily Bugle that someone was arrested earlier 
this evening in a sting meant to capture you.  The kid was dressed in a copy of your 
Red and Blues and trying to stop a rooftop break-in.  The strange thing is, he really 
did have spider-powers.  You need to talk to that boy about where he got his powers, 
and about his flagrant infringement of your Spider-Man copyright! 

! The kid is named Ethan Myers.  He’s a high-school-aged kid who was stupid 
enough to get into a stranger’s car and let himself get experimented on for weeks. 
The police have him in The Tooms, which has a reputation as New York’s nastiest 
prison.  The police intend to transfer Ethan to Ryker’s Island within the next 24 hours 
so if the heroes intend to question him they’d best do so before then.  The facility has 
Interior Security Cameras monitoring each cell.  If the heroes do nothing to disable 
the cameras, a pair of police will arrive at the heroes’ location within one minute of 
their entering the Tooms.

! When the heroes reach Ethan, he’s in bad shape.  He lies in bed covered in 
his thin prison blanket.  Curled up in a fetal position, he moans for help and is in ob-
vious pain.  Removing the blanket reveals that his mid-section has sprouted spider-
shaped legs and other excess bulges.  He’s sweating and looks extremely pale.  
Even those without a Medical Specialty will know he needs to get to a hospital now.

! Those with a Medical Specialty can roll against the Doom Pool; success 
means that they recognize that the care of a hospital might not be enough.  Only 
calling in a specialist immediately will save Ethan’s life.  Candidates the heroes might 
call include Dr. Hank McCoy (the Beast), Reed Richards or Dr. Curt Connors.  Keep 
in mind that Reed Richards was on the winning side of the civil war, and there might 
be some bad blood between the heroes and Reed as a result.

! Getting Ethan to the hospital quickly means without the help of the police.  
That means busting him out.  Breaking through the Thick Brick Walls of the Tooms’ 
cell shouldn’t prove too difficult.  If police do respond, the heroes will either have to 
fight them (not wise) or persuade them to let the heroes go.  They might even try to 
get the police to contact a specialist for them to save time.  In any case, they should 
do whatever they can to safely and quickly get Ethan medical attention.

Expert Policeman D8

SOLO D4! ! BUDDY D6! ! TEAM D8

KEVLAR ARMOR D6! ! SMALL ARMS D6
SFX:  Semi-Automatic:  On your next action or reaction, replace Small Arms Die 
with 2D4.
Limit: Gear:  Shutdown Kevlar Armor or Small Arms to gain a D6 to the doom 
pool or step up an existing doom die.  Spend an action to recover.
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TRANSITION:  THE HALLS OF MEDICINE
! By hook or by crook, you have managed to get Ethan Myers out of the 
Tooms.  You need to get him to the nearest hospital, but you know that the police will 
scramble every available resource to apprehend you when you arrive.  There has to 
be a way for you to get Ethan the help he needs and still remain at liberty.

! Despite the civil war, the heroes still have all of their former allies on speed 
dial.  If they contact a hero like Reed Richards to assist them he will arrive to help 
Ethan without making an attempt to apprehend them.  However, they still have to 
arrange to get Ethan to their contact and the hospital quickly and without getting 
caught.  The best way to do this is to arrange a meeting a few blocks away from the 
hospital to hand Ethan over to their contact. 

! Should the heroes “bravely” attempt to enter the hospital themselves, they 
will face a mob of police waiting to arrest them.  This could result in an Action Scene 
in which the heroes attempt to fight their way out of the hospital, risking injury to 
Ethan and the other patients.  Alternatively, they could have some of their party wait 
in reserve for the police to escort the captured heroes out and then stage a rescue at 
a location where fewer civilians could get hurt.

! Once Ethan is safe, the heroes can start looking for a cure for Ethan’s condi-
tion.  His DNA is all over the blanket the heroes found him wrapped in, and they can 
take it to another contact (or give it to the same person who took Ethan) and have 
that contact work on the issue.  Or if they have the Medical Specialty or the Science 
Specialty they can attempt to find a cure themselves.

✦ Covert Resource: The heroes know someone on the hospital staff who can let 
them in through an unprotected “service” entrance not watched by the police.

✦ Crime Resource: One of the heroes knows someone on the police force that 
owes them a favor and can sneak them past the rest of the force to drop Ethan 
off at the hospital.  The heroes will still have to roll against the Doom Pool, but 
with the extra D8 or D10 to aid them from getting noticed.

✦ Medical Resource: Reed Richards or Dr. Hank McCoy (or some similar hero) 
agrees to personally take charge of saving Ethan’s life.

✦ Science Resource: Similar to a medical resource, but this time focused on 
finding a cure for Ethan’s condition.  The heroes find Dr. Curt Connors or Dr. 
Hank McCoy and persuade him to use the blanket to search for a cure.

POLICE SQUAD
TEAM 5D8

To Serve And Protect
On The Take
This Is My Neighborhood

KEVLAR ARMOR D6! ! SMALL ARMS D6
SFX:  Semi-Automatic:  On your next action or reaction, replace Small Arms Die 
with 2D4.
Limit: Gear:  Shutdown Kevlar Armor or Small Arms to gain a D6 to the doom 
pool or step up an existing doom die.  Spend an action to recover.
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ACTION: HERDING SPIDERS
! While you wait for a cure you still have work to do.  More kids like Ethan 
have turned up, one of whom died from a fall after a miscalculated swinging-leap.  
You have to find these pseudo-spider-men and get them off the streets before more 
people get hurt.

! In spite of their desire to arrest you the police seem to be working with you 
“off the radar”.  Although you’ve never actually met him, Detective Fogg seems 
pragmatic enough to “ignore” the warrants for your arrest long enough for you to 
round up these pseudo-spider-men and get them cured and out of his jail.  So long 
as you don’t let yourself be seen by the police, or at the very least don’t linger once 
you do, you can continue to drop off your catches without fear of pursuit.

! Finding the pseudo-spider-men will take time, as the heroes don’t know how 
many there actually are (before the story ends, thirteen pseudo-spider-men will turn 
up, including Ethan and the one that fell to his death).  They will turn up all over the 
city, giving the heroes an opportunity to really explore Marvel Manhattan.  Most will 
fight to avoid capture, though a few will listen to reason.  

! The more of these kids the heroes can round up, the more easily they or 
their contact can find a cure.  For every five kids they bring in, allow the heroes to 
step up their Medical or Science Resource by one to a maximum of D12.

DETECTIVE FOGG
SOLO D6 I HATE MYSTERIES
BUDDY D4 I GOT CHOPS
TEAM D8 PRAGMATIST
POLICE GEARPOLICE GEAR
PISTOL D8
SFX: Semi-Automatic:  On your next action or reaction, replace Small Arms 
Die with 2D4.
SFX: Semi-Automatic:  On your next action or reaction, replace Small Arms 
Die with 2D4.
Limit: Gear: Shutdown Attack and add a die to the doom pool or step up the 
smallest doom die.  Spend a die from the doom pool to recover.
Limit: Gear: Shutdown Attack and add a die to the doom pool or step up the 
smallest doom die.  Spend a die from the doom pool to recover.

Crime Master D10 Psych Expert D8

PSEUDO-SPIDER-KID
SOLO D8
SPIDER-POWERSSPIDER-POWERS
ENHANCED STAMINA D8 SUPERHUMAN REFLEXES D10
SUPERHUMAN STRENGTH D10 WALL-CRAWLING D6
SFX: Second Wind:  Before you make an action including a Bad Luck Kitty 
power, you may move your Physical Stress die to the doom pool and step up 
the Bad Luck Kitty power by +1 for this action.

SFX: Second Wind:  Before you make an action including a Bad Luck Kitty 
power, you may move your Physical Stress die to the doom pool and step up 
the Bad Luck Kitty power by +1 for this action.
Limit: Exhausted:  Shutdown any Spider-Powers power to gain a die to the 
doom pool.  Recover power by activating an opportunity or during a Transition 
Scene.

Limit: Exhausted:  Shutdown any Spider-Powers power to gain a die to the 
doom pool.  Recover power by activating an opportunity or during a Transition 
Scene.
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TRANSITION:  UNRAVELING THE WEB
! You’ve rounded up quite a haul of pseudo-spider-men, but it is time to cut 
things off at the source.  You need to find the mastermind of whatever-this-is and 
stop him or her from harming any more kids.

! Rounding up all these kids has allowed you to detect a pattern in this 
pseudo-spider infestation.  All of the affected kids were males of high-school age.  All 
come from broken homes where their parents are either dead or long ago aban-
doned them.  In other words, all of them resemble young Peter Parker at the time his 
powers manifested.  Someone is targeting these kids and trying to re-create Spider-
Man’s origin.  Why remains a mystery.

! Heroes can try to gain clues from these boys about how they got their pow-
ers, but they can tell very little of substance.  They all accepted an offer from a 
stranger in a silver sedan to make them into a super hero.  After getting into the back 
of the car, they passed out (something must have been pumped through the vents) 
and woke up in a brick-walled cell with only one window made of shatter-proof glass.  
Kept fed and clothed, the mysterious benefactor would “treat” the kids while they 
were unconscious.  As their powers developed, he’d encourage them to experiment 
with their abilities.  Then one day they’d find some variant of the Spider-Man cos-
tume lying on the bed, and the next thing they knew they’d wake up in some random 
location in the city wearing that costume.

! Heroes looking for more clues can use the following Resources.

✦ Business Resource: Although tracing the chemicals necessary to create the 
formula would be difficult, with effort the heroes can eventually determine that 
several different companies have all shipped components of the formula to an 
abandoned building in Hell’s Kitchen under lease by a Dr. Calvin Zabo.

✦ Medical Resource: The dust and silt found on each of the kids’ clothing 
matches that commonly found deep in the New York City subway tunnels.

✦ Medical Resource: A careful examination of the formula used to mutate the 
kids reveals that it is very similar to the formula used to turn Dr. Connors into 
the Lizard, but uses spider DNA rather than lizard DNA.

✦ Science Resource: The kids were all tagged with tracers similar to Spider-
Man’s spider-tracers but imbedded in their necks.  A simple tracker could trace 
the signal keeping tabs on the tracers back to its source.
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ACTION: BENEATH MANHATTAN
! Thanks to your brilliant detective work (and that of your allies) you have 
found the lair of the madman behind the spider-demic; a condemned subway station 
in Hell’s Kitchen no longer on the subway routes.  What you will find down here is 
anyone’s guess.

! The lair has Thick Brick Walls and is dimly lit.  The air is thick with moisture 
and the smell of mold.  Alcoves in the walls hold chambers like zoo exhibits with Un-
breakable Glass forming the viewing wall.  Dozens of such chambers reside in this 
room, five of them occupied with a single occupant each.  Each occupant is a young 
man similar to those you have already fought.  When the heroes enter, the voice of 
Dr. Calvin Zabo comes over a hidden speaker system.

! “You fine young men all wanted to be heroes, well this is your chance.  
These villains have come to take away your powers and your chance for a better life.  
You must stop them.”

! The glass walls retract into the floor, and the five angry young men come out 
ready to fight.  They act as a mob and don’t let up until knocked unconscious or 
cowed into submission.

! When there is only one spider-foe left standing, that young man will surren-
der, saying that he just wanted to make something more of himself, not hurt anyone. 

PSEUDO-SPIDER-MOB
TEAM 4D6
SPIDER-POWERSSPIDER-POWERS
ENHANCED STAMINA D8 SUPERHUMAN REFLEXES D10
SUPERHUMAN STRENGTH D10 WALL-CRAWLING D6
SFX: Second Wind:  Before you make an action including a Bad Luck Kitty 
power, you may move your Physical Stress die to the doom pool and step up 
the Bad Luck Kitty power by +1 for this action.

SFX: Second Wind:  Before you make an action including a Bad Luck Kitty 
power, you may move your Physical Stress die to the doom pool and step up 
the Bad Luck Kitty power by +1 for this action.
Limit: Exhausted:  Shutdown any Spider-Powers power to gain a die to the 
doom pool.  Recover power by activating an opportunity or during a Transition 
Scene.

Limit: Exhausted:  Shutdown any Spider-Powers power to gain a die to the 
doom pool.  Recover power by activating an opportunity or during a Transition 
Scene.
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HOW DID CALVIN 
ZABO CAPTURE 
JORDAN?
! While walking home 
from school on the Lower East 
Side of Manhattan with his girl-
friend Madeline, Jordan Harri-
son noticed a sedan following 
him.  The car pulled up beside 
him and the driver asked him to 
get into his car.  Jordan told the 
creepy driver that he was crazy 
if he though that Jordan would 
go anywhere with him, and 
started walking again.

! Sighing, the driver 
stated bluntly that he had al-
ready killed Jordan’s mother, 
and if Jordan didn’t get into the 
car, he would kill Madeline as 
well.

! Stunned, Jordan in-
sisted that the man was lying 
about killing his mother.

! “No,” whispered the 
man, “it’s Hyde who lies.  Zabo 
tells the truth.”

! Zabo gave Jordan five 
seconds to comply.  Jordan got 
in the car, and Zabo drove 
away, leaving Madeline alone 
on the street.

! Madeline would later 
learn that Jordan’s mother was 
alive and had not ever met 
Zabo.  The two went to the po-
lice, but feared that they might 
never see Jordan again.
 



TRANSITION: TALK TO THE PRISONERS
! Well that was fun; if you never battle another spider-themed villain it will be 
too soon.  Now that you’ve subdued these unruly arach-kids, it’s time for some an-
swers.

! If asked if there are any more like him here, the captured spider-kid (his 
name is Zachary Dunes) say that he brought one other kid in to a different part of the 
lair.  Zabo had said that other kid wasn’t getting powers, though.  “He’s the control 
group,” Zabo had told Zachary.  The other part of the lair is just down the hallway.  

! Once they explore the other hallway, they find another chamber like the first, 
but with only one cell.  Inside they find Jordan Harrison, one of Peter Parker’s former 
students.  They young man seems to have torn his quarters apart in search of a 
means of escape.  If questioned, Jordan confirms that Dr. Calvin Zabo is the mas-
termind behind the abductions, and fills in the missing ingredients to the plot.

! Ever since Peter Parker revealed his identity, Zabo has been obsessed with 
understanding Parker’s psychology.  What caused a troubled, bullied teen with no 
parents whom acquired powers from an aggressive species like a spider to turn re-
sponsible hero rather than, say, a villain or an opportunist?  Zabo thus conducted an 
experiment:  take youths just like Peter was at the time he gained his powers and 
give them the same powers.  Tag them and send them “into the wild” and then re-
trieve them in a few weeks for analysis.  Jordan was taken to serve as the “control 
group” for the experiment.

! As Jordan finishes his story, the heroes hear heavy footsteps from behind 
them.  If they had hoped for Dr. Calvin Zabo, their hopes are dashed, for filling the 
archway into this chamber stands the horrendous Mr. Hyde!
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WHAT TO DO WITH 
ZABO’S VICTIMS?
! Dr. Zabo specifically 
chose as his victims young teens 
from broken homes, many of 
whom were stuck in the city’s 
overworked foster system or out-
right homeless.  The heroes may 
want to do something to help 
these kids who, based on their 
willingness to allow themselves to 
be experimented on in hopes of 
improving their lives, just want to 
escape their current lots in life and 
make something better of them-
selves.

! While it is true that the 
heroes are not on the law’s good 
side at the moment, they have not 
burned all of their bridges with 
heroes on the “right” side of the 
law.  And they may still have con-
tacts they can call on, from social 
workers to scholarship organiza-
tions.  In any case, heroes hoping 
to do more than merely stop an 
epidemic of spider-teens might 
want to come up with some solu-
tions for the kids they rescued.  
Maybe they know someone who 
can adopt one or two of them, or 
know of a program that can set 
them on the right path.  Any effort 
on the heroes’ part will make a 
difference in these kids lives.

! On the other hand, if 
they just wipe their hands and 
leave once they’ve defeated Mr. 
Hyde, the kids end up right back 
in the system, and it doesn’t go 
well for them.  They eventually 
find each other again and for a 
gang called The Spiders.  The 
Spiders wind up working for some 
organized crime syndicate or per-
haps for A.I.M. or Hydra.  They 
want powers again in order to feel 
important and powerful, and will 
allow others to experiment on 
them just as Zabo did.  The next 
time, it might not work out so well 
as the firs time.  In any case, the 
heroes will have to face the Spi-
ders again, and this time they’ll 
have better equipment, better 
training, possibly new powers, and 
an axe to grind.



ACTION: MR. HYDE!
! Dr. Calvin Zabo is the villain behind this twisted experiment.  He wanted to 
understand how Peter Parker wound up choosing to use his powers responsibly 
rather than for amoral or immoral ends (couldn’t he have just asked?) and conducted 
his little experiment to find the answer.  Now that you have disrupted that experi-
ment, Dr. Zabo will surely make an appearance...as Mr. Hyde!

! Hyde relishes pain and suffering and will rejoice in any he causes or that the 
heroes cause him.  Those heroes he does not kill outright he intends to torture mer-
cilessly.  He thoroughly embraces the animal within and likes nothing more than cor-
rupting others in that same vein, so he will goad the heroes with any darkness in 
their past that he knows of and try to lure them into acting as savagely as possible.

! Upon defeating Hyde, the heroes can administer cures to any of Zabo’s re-
maining test subjects and send Hyde back to the Raft.

MR. HYDE
SOLO 3D10 EMBRACE THE EVIL WITHIN
BUDDY D8 DISTAIN FOR WEAKNESS
TEAM D6 MAD SCIENTIST
HYDE FORMULAHYDE FORMULA
ENHANCED REFLEXES D8 SUPERHUMAN DURABILITY D10
SUPERHUMAN STAMINA D10 SUPERHUMAN STRENGTH D10
SFX: Area Attack:  Target multiple opponents.  For every additional target add 
D6 to your pool and keep +1 effect die.
SFX: Area Attack:  Target multiple opponents.  For every additional target add 
D6 to your pool and keep +1 effect die.
SFX: Mighty Blow:  Spend a D6 from the doom pool to double Superhuman 
Strength for one action.
SFX: Mighty Blow:  Spend a D6 from the doom pool to double Superhuman 
Strength for one action.
Limit: Human Frailty:  When you take mental stress step up or add a D6 to the 
doom pool to shutdown Hyde Formula.  Spend a D6 from the doom pool to re-
cover Hyde Formula.  If you take Mental Trauma shut down Hyde Formula until 
you recover the trauma.

Limit: Human Frailty:  When you take mental stress step up or add a D6 to the 
doom pool to shutdown Hyde Formula.  Spend a D6 from the doom pool to re-
cover Hyde Formula.  If you take Mental Trauma shut down Hyde Formula until 
you recover the trauma.

Combat Expert D8 Menace Expert D8
Science Master D10

! Brilliant but mad biochemist 
Dr. Calvin Zabo was obsessed with 
the story of Robert Louis Steven-
son’s Dr. Jekyll And Mr. Hyde.   He 
created a chemical compound that 
transforms him into the brutish Mr. 
Hyde.  He;s held his own against the 
likes of Thor and the Avengers and 
considers himself and the Hulk mon-
sters painted with the same brush.  
Hyde embraces the darkness within, 
and delights in dragging that dark-
ness out of others or plunging them 
into it forever in death.
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PETER’S HOLO-PROJECTOR

! Peter snagged this 
particular piece of unreliable 
technology a few issues ago in 
Friendly Neighborhood Spider-
Man #14.  It seems that when 
Peter first switched sides in the 
Civil War, his life took a serious 
downturn (and has only gotten 
worse since).  Hoping for some 
help, he approached Beast 
from the X-Men.  Unfortunately, 
since the X-Men had decided to 
remain neutral in the war, Beast 
could not offer Peter any real 
aid.  However, Beast did hand 
over to Peter an Image Inducer, 
which Beast and Angel have 
both used in the past to hide 
their real appearance.  Peter 
can use the Image Inducer to 
disguise himself as anyone he 
likes, so long as he has a re-
corded image of the subject.

! Unfortunately, the 
Image Inducer runs on a bat-
tery, and can fail if the battery 
drains.  It can also fail if subject 
to damage or contamination 
from foreign particles (such as 
Sandman’s sand).



FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOOD 
SPIDER-MAN 17 -19
! Sandman approaches Spider-Man hoping for help in trying to break someone 
out of prison.  Although the heroes are unwilling at first, they eventually uncover a 
plot by the Chameleon of the year 2211 that they must stop.

SCENE STRUCTURE
! Although the heroes can hop between story arcs during this Event, the 
Scenes in this story arc should progress as follows:

BUILDUP

✦ ACTION:  CHOPPER CHAOS: Police pursue the heroes through the skyline of 
manhattan, but when a news chopper gets in the way, the heroes must save 
the reporters and the cops.

✦ TRANSITION:  NO DAY AT THE BEACH: Sandman appeals to the heroes to 
help him clear his father’s name and find the real killer of a man who looks just 
like Peter’s Uncle Ben. 

KEY SCENES

✦ ACTION: CLUES AND COPS: Needing to know more about the case against 
Sandman’s father Floyd Baker, the heroes must question the police without 
getting recognized.

✦ TRANSITION:  MEDDLING KID: The heroes return to Ben Parker’s grave site 
to verify that he is still there, only to find more than they bargained for.

✦ ACTION: GETTING SCHOOLED: The helmet of the late Spider-Man of 2211 
tracks the second Ben Parker to Midtown High School and must face the Cha-
meleon of 2211 in order to save Floyd Baker.
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SANDMAN AT RYKER’S PRISON

! Whilst the heroes try to es-
cape the police, Sandman infil-
trates Ryker’s Island prison.  Dis-
guised as a guard, he penetrates 
the outer levels of security but his 
impatience causes him to attack 
two guards once inside.  He de-
mands to know where in the prison 
they are holding Floyd Baker.

! Things quickly go south for 
Flynt, as the prison warden had 
anticipated Flint’s attempted prison 
break and equipped a handful of 
his guards with pressurized water 
cannons.  As Flint’s sandy form 
quickly turns to mud, he makes for 
the prison showers and dives down 
the drains and emerges in the 
Hudson River.  Cursing himself for 
his failure, he makes for Manhattan 
Island.

PETER BLOWS HIS COVER

! Peter has been work-
ing as Assistant Coach at Mid-
town High in the guise of Ben 
Reilly (the former alias of his 
clone the original Scarlet Spider).  
When he escapes the police, he 
decides to put on his holographic 
projector* and as Ben Reilly sleep  
in Flash Thompson’s office at the 
school.  Flash catches him, and 
Peter gives some lame story 
about his wife throwing him out 
and his having no money for a 
hotel.  As “Ben” turns to leave, 
Flash throws a medicine ball at 
“Ben’s” head, causing “Ben” to 
react like Spider-Man: he leaps 
into the air and backhands the 
ball right into Flash, sending him 
flying.

! Flash puts two and 
two together and confronts Peter, 
who turns off his disguise and 
comes clean.  Flash surprises 
Peter by letting Peter crash at his 
apartment.  After all, what kind of 
“Spidey’s Biggest Fan” would he 
be if he didn’t stick his neck out 
for Peter?



ACTION: CHOPPER CHAOS
! You just can’t catch a break.  You tried to book a quiet motel room to crash 
for the night only to discover that the police have been watching all the dive motels 
in case you showed up.  You had to change into costume on the run and now you’re 
trying desperately to lose the cops on your tail so you can find some new place to 
sleep.  And you can’t even go back to the motel for a refund.  What a night this is 
turning out to be!

! The scene starts with the heroes caught in the headlights of three squad 
cars as the police attempt to arrest them.  The police are behind the open doors of 
their squad cars, pistols drawn and at the ready.  The heroes are in their street 
clothes with their costumes underneath.

! Remember that attempting to attack the police in any way is a felony offense 
per officer, with a minimum 10 year sentence per charge.  The heroes should make 
every attempt to escape without inflicting any Physical Stress on the cops.  Once the 
heroes make a run for it, the police pursue in their squad cars.  A police helicopter 
joins the chase as well, and if the heroes take to the air or to swing lines the police 
helicopter becomes the primary mode of chase.

! After a few minutes, a news helicopter arrives to film the action, but it ap-
pears right in the path of the fleeing heroes and the police helicopter.  The heroes 
must avoid a collision with the news chopper.  The two helicopters then swerve to 
miss each other, but the news chopper loses control and heads straight for a sky-
scraper.  The heroes must rescue the news crew before the chopper crashes.  If 
they save the day, the police chopper stays behind to assist the news crew, letting 
the heroes escape.

MOBILE POLICE SQUAD
TEAM 5D8! ! To Serve And Protect
! ! ! Drives Like He Means It
! ! !
KEVLAR ARMOR D6! ! SMALL ARMS D6! ! SPEED !D8
SFX:  Semi-Automatic:  On your next action or reaction, replace Small Arms Die 
with 2D4.
Limit: Gear:  Shutdown any one power to gain a D6 to the doom pool or step up 
an existing doom die.  Spend an action to recover.

MOBILE POLICE SQUAD
TEAM D8! ! To Serve And Protect
! ! ! Hotshot Pilot
! ! !
FLIGHT D8 ! ! KEVLAR ARMOR D6! ! SMALL ARMS D6!
SFX:  Semi-Automatic:  On your next action or reaction, replace Small Arms Die 
with 2D4.
Limit: Gear:  Shutdown any one power to gain a D6 to the doom pool or step up 
an existing doom die.  Spend an action to recover.
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HOW DID SANDMAN FIND THE 
HEROES, ANYWAY?

! Unfortunately the comics 
are silent as to how Flint tracked 
Peter down in the comics.  He just 
shows up at Flash Thompson’s 
apartment when Peter is crashing 
there.  However, the Watcher can 
use the following explanation.

! Earlier that night, Sandman 
failed his attempt to rescue his fa-
ther from Ryker’s Prison.  He es-
caped through the drainage sewers 
and after a swim in the Hudson 
wound up back in Manhattan. 

! Now Flint isn’t the sharpest 
blade in the drawer, but that morn-
ing when he saw the news report of 
the heroes’ encounter with police 
last night he realized that they were 
his only hope of saving his father.  
He roughed up a few thugs to get 
leads on where the heroes might 
be, and learned about the attack on 
May Parker from one of Kingpin’s 
lackeys.  He staked out the hospital 
until he saw one of the heroes.  He 
tailed them until they finally settled 
in for the night and then ap-
proached them.
!



TRANSITION:  NO DAY AT THE BEACH
! You have managed to find a place to crash for the night.  Unfortunately, you 
didn’t do a good enough job covering your trail, because you have company that, 
based on past experience, wants to put you to sleep and for good.  Look out heroes, 
here comes the Sandman!

! Flint Marko isn’t here to fight, but he’ll defend himself if attacked.  He will do 
whatever he can to persuade the heroes to listen.  He has come seeking their help 
in saving his father’s life.  His father, Floyd Baker, is a two-bit criminal whom has 
received a death sentence for killing a man, but Sandman swears that Floyd is inno-
cent.  What’s more, when Sandman describes the man Floyd allegedly kills, he ac-
tually takes the man’s shape (in sand) and the heroes recognize the victim as Pe-
ter’s Uncle Ben!

SANDMAN [Flint Marko]
SOLO D10 HEAD IN THE SAND
BUDDY D6 LIVING SANDSTORM
TEAM D8 MISGUIDED MORALS
BODY OF SANDBODY OF SAND
INTANGIBILITY D8 SHAPESHIFTING D10
STRETCHING D6 SUPERHUMAN DURABILITY D10
SUPERHUMAN STRENGTH D10
SFX: Area Attack:  Target multiple opponents.  For every additional target add 
D6 to your pool and keep +1 effect die.
SFX: Area Attack:  Target multiple opponents.  For every additional target add 
D6 to your pool and keep +1 effect die.
SFX: Grapple:  When inflicting a Sand complication on a target, add a D6 and 
step up your effect die.
SFX: Grapple:  When inflicting a Sand complication on a target, add a D6 and 
step up your effect die.
SFX: Invulnerable:  Spend a doom die to ignore physical stress, trauma or 
complications unless caused by fire, water or wind.
SFX: Invulnerable:  Spend a doom die to ignore physical stress, trauma or 
complications unless caused by fire, water or wind.
Limit: Mudpile:  Against a water attack change any Body Of Sand power into a 
complication and step up or add a D6 to the doom pool.  Activate an opportunity 
or remove the complication to recover the power.

Limit: Mudpile:  Against a water attack change any Body Of Sand power into a 
complication and step up or add a D6 to the doom pool.  Activate an opportunity 
or remove the complication to recover the power.
Limit: Sandstorm:  Against a wind or vacuum attack, step up the effect die and 
step up or add a D6 to the doom pool.
Limit: Sandstorm:  Against a wind or vacuum attack, step up the effect die and 
step up or add a D6 to the doom pool.

Combat Expert D8 Covert Expert D8
Crime Expert D8 Menace Expert D8

! Flint Marko has had a varied 
and contradictory career.  Beginning 
as a super criminal, Flint has worked 
for Silver Sable and her Wild Pack, 
followed the lead of Doctor Octopus 
and his Sinister Six, and even done 
a stint with the Avengers.  
! Flint is not a big thinker, and 
his motivations are often as simple 
as his schemes.  He makes for good 
muscle, and usually want to do 
good, but can’t help enjoy the pum-
meling he gives his opponents.
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FLOYD BAKER’S STORY

! Detective Collins re-
lays the story of how Floyd Baker 
came to be accused and arrested 
for the death of the Jon Doe that 
looks like Ben Parker.  Two pa-
trolmen spotted Baker in an ally, 
rolling the victim over.  They 
chased Baker two blocks before 
they apprehended him.

! Floyd told the officers 
that the victim had already suf-
fered a gunshot wound when 
Floyd arrived.  The dying man’s 
last words were “I shot myself.”  
However, no gun was found near 
or on the victim.  Of course, Floyd 
had no gun either, but Detective 
Collins thinks he disposed of the 
gun as he fled the scene pursued 
by the patrolmen.



ACTION: CLUES AND COPS
! If you have any hope to uncover the truth behind the murder of this guy who 
looks identical to Ben Parker you need to talk to the arresting officer.  Of course, do-
ing so must also involve not getting arrested yourself.

! Sandman can shape-shift, and Spider-Man has his holographic projector*.  
The other heroes will have to either keep their distance or find their own disguises.  
Once they have donned their disguises they can enter the police station and speak 
to the arresting officer, Detective Collins.  Collins is a smug jerk who is more inter-
ested in closing cases than ensuring justice, and has no problem coercing confes-
sions in order to keep his record spotless, regardless of the actual guilt of the sus-
pect.

! Collins has an office in a Windowless Room a few floors off the ground.  
During the interview Collins admits that he forced Floyd Barker to confess to the 
murder, which sets off the Sandman and he blows his disguise to attack Collins.  
This alerts the Nearby Police, who rush in to defend their detective.  The heroes 
once again have to escape the police without harming them, this time from within the 
police station.  They will also have to convince Sandman to not kill Detective Collins.  
The best way to do that is to refuse to help Sandman save his father if he doesn’t do 
things their way.
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THE TRAGIC DEATH OF 
ROGER HARRINGTON

! When Mysterio took over 
Midtown High a short time ago, 
Spider-Man hid Roger Harrington 
in the A.V. room until the crisis was 
over.  Unfortunately, Spider-Man 
didn’t return before Roger met his 
untimely end.

! Chameleon had already 
killed and replaced the school jani-
tor not long after killing Ben Parker.  
When he found Roger Harrington 
cowering in the A.V. Room, he 
seized his chance, killed Roger, 
tasted his blood, and took his 
place.



TRANSITION:  MEDDLING KID
! You really don’t get how this victim could have looked so much like Uncle 
Ben.  Sandman has wondered aloud if Ben was really dead, prompting you to take a 
trip to the Forest Hills Cemetery to confirm that Ben is still six feet under.  This feels 
silly to you, but enough of your friends have resurrected in the past that you can’t 
take any chances.

! Ben’s grave is undisturbed.  However, very near the grave there is a burn 
mark in the shape of a man-sized spider.  If the heroes roll successfully against the 
doom pool they might discern that there is also dried blood and fragments of red ar-
mor in the grass.  If the roll scored Extraordinary Success, let the heroes realize that 
the burn mark resembles the body of Spider-Man 2211.

! Spider-Man then has the surprise that his Spider-Sense is going off, but in a 
different way than normal.  It leads him to a blue van parked nearby with the words 
“Industrie Gothic” and a weird, three-headed gothic symbol painted on the side.  
Within, they find a young punk teen getting drunk - and wearing the helmut of 
Spider-Man 2211!

! The kid, Dennis, says he got the helmut off the body of Spider-Man 2211 
months ago.  He claims he saw a white-haired guy shoot him four times in the chest.  
After the attacker left, Dennis took the helmut, and then the fallen hero from the fu-
ture vanished, leaving his burnt silhouette in the grass.  Sandman shape-shifts into a 
sandy image of Ben Parker, and Dennis confirms that Ben Parker shot Spider-Man 
2211.

! If the heroes examine the helmut it does nothing until Spider-Man touches it.  
Then it activates:  “Identifying Operator Possessing Arachnid DNA.  Operator Ac-
cepted.  Awaiting Instructions.”

! Spider-Man can use the helmut to replay video of the death of his future 
counterpart.  There is no doubt that Ben Parker is the shooter.  That makes no 
sense, since Ben Parker was not a killer.  The helmut then states that the helmut can 
track the life sign of the shooter.  The hunt is on.

! The heroes can use Dennis’ van to move without the police detecting them.  
Of course, neither Sandman nor Peter has a drivers license, so either one of the 
other heroes will have to drive or they’ll have to let Dennis drive.  If they choose to 
track the alternate Ben Parker without using the van, they can safely leave Dennis 
behind.  He will not follow them.

! The trail leads back to Midtown High School.  The helmut confirms that the 
shooter is inside.  “Murderer Of Previous Arachnid-Operator Is Within Range.  Select 
Preferred Method Of Justice To Be Administered.  Last Used Method:  Poetic Jus-
tice.”

! The heroes can select another method or just go with the last used method.  
They really don’t know what the helmut is talking about.  They just know that the 
man who murdered Spider-Man 2211 and framed Sandman’s father is inside the 
school.

! Inside, they find only the school principal, Roger Harrington, whom emerges 
from his office sporting a shot-gun.  The helmut identifies Roger as the shooter and 
requests permission to administer justice.  Sandman attacks Roger, beginning the 
final Action Scene of this story arc.  
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WHAT REALLY HAPPENED TO 
BEN PARKER?

! Hobgoblin 2211 dragged Ben 
Parker to this Earth from an alter-
nate timeline.  Hobgoblin planned to 
use this alternate Uncle Ben as part 
of a trap for Spider-Man.  He was 
abandoned when Hobgoblin per-
ished, and forced to fend for himself.  

! Ben, whom came from a time-
line where May died in a tragic acci-
dent and became Peter’s show 
business agent and was eventually 
abandoned by the now heartless 
Peter, was shocked to see that in 
this world he was dead, May was 
alive and was dating Edwin Jarvis.  
After briefly confronting her and 
fighting with Jarvis, he wandered 
away, winding up in an alley and 
feeling lost.

! Unfortunately, another of 
Hobgoblin’s unintended passengers 
was the Chameleon of 2211.  Cha-
meleon attempted to persuade Ben 
to kill Edwin Jarvis, even giving Ben 
a gun.  He argued that since the 
existence of a multiverse means 
that every possible action has been 
committed, people ought to just do 
what feels good to them.  Ben re-
fused, so Chameleon killed Ben 
Parker with that same gun and then 
assumed his form and walked away.  
That was what Ben meant when he 
said “I killed myself.”  Floyd Baker 
came across the dying Ben, and 
when Ben finally died Floyd at-
tempted to loot the body.  That was 
when the police arrived and arrested 
Floyd.  They found no weapon be-
cause the Chameleon took it with 
him.

! When Spider-Man 2211 ap-
proached “Ben Parker” in the Forest 
Hills Cemetery, Chameleon gunned 
him down.  Dennis saw the whole 
thing, and after Chameleon left 
grabbed Spider-Man 2211’s helmet 
before the body time-shifted auto-
matically to its own time.



ACTION: GETTING SCHOOLED
! Sandman just attacked the Midtown High School principal, and the kooky 
spider-helmut from the future keeps asking to “administer justice” on the poor admin-
istrator.  Principal Harrington looks nothing like Ben Parker, the alternate version of 
Peter’s uncle who killed Spider-Man 2211.  Has the world gone completely mad?

! On the Watcher’s first turn, Chameleon switches from his Principal Harring-
ton form to his Sandman form, having ingested some of Sandman’s sand and thus 
gained his powers.  On his next turn he shifts into Spider-Man 2211.  On his next 
turn after that he assumes his true form, that of a giant red monstrosity with claws, 
fangs, barbs and a whipping tail.  If the heroes haven’t already deduced the truth, he 
declares that he is the Chameleon of 2211.

! Chameleon will reveal that he travelled back with Hobgoblin 2211 and the 
pair parted ways.  He will tell the true story of what happened to Ben Parker unless 
the heroes figure it out themselves.  Chameleon has stayed hidden at the school 
because he was sizing up Peter Parker, fearful that the hero might be too much of a 
challenge for him.  But now Chameleon is emboldened, and intends to kill all of the 
heroes.

CHAMELEON 2211 
SOLO D10 GIVE ME A TASTE OF YOU
BUDDY D8 HIDE IN PLAIN SIGHT
TEAM D6 WHO SAYS I’M HUMAN?
ABILITY OVERDRIVEABILITY OVERDRIVE
MIMIC D10 SHAPESHIFTING D10
SUPERHUMAN STAMINA D10 SUPERHUMAN STRENGTH D10
SFX: Slip By Spider Sense:  Spend a die from the doom pool to prevent Spider-
Man’s Spider-Sense from detecting you.
SFX: Slip By Spider Sense:  Spend a die from the doom pool to prevent Spider-
Man’s Spider-Sense from detecting you.
SFX: Unleashed:  Step up or double any Ability Overdrive power for one action.  
If the action fails, grant 1 PP to the attacked hero.
SFX: Unleashed:  Step up or double any Ability Overdrive power for one action.  
If the action fails, grant 1 PP to the attacked hero.
Limit: Growing Dread:  Both 1 and 2 on your dice rolls count as opportunities 
when using Ability Overdrive.
Limit: Growing Dread:  Both 1 and 2 on your dice rolls count as opportunities 
when using Ability Overdrive.

Covert Master D10 Menace Expert D8

! The Chameleon of 2211 
travelled back in time with the Hob-
goblin of 2211 after the two had es-
caped from prison.  Afraid to confront 
the modern-day Spider-Man until it 
had a chance to analyze him, Cha-
meleon murdered and replaced the 
janitor at Midtown High School and 
then the principle.  It has grand plans 
of replacing world leaders with itself 
and running amok with history.
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WHAT THE HELMUT SEES

! When the heroes first enter 
the school, they may ask the helmut 
if there is anyone else in the school 
other than the shooter.  The helmut 
will reply that it detects multiple life 
forms within the same room as the 
shooter.  If asked how many, it will 
reply “Eleven Thousand Two Hun-
dred and Nine.”

! This should shock the he-
roes, and when they enter the room 
the will find only the Chameleon in 
his disguise.  The other life forms 
were Ero in her multiple-spider form.  
She was in the ventilation shaft, 
spying on Peter and the other he-
roes.  For more on Ero’s exploits, 
see the next section.



! If the heroes think to use the helmut, they can make an attack action to place 
the helmut on Chameleon’s head.  It instantly teleports the monster away and in his 
place stands a confused Floyd Baker.  He was seconds away from getting executed 
by electric chair when he found himself here.  He’d originally been slated for execu-
tion a few days from now but Sandman’s attempt to rescue him prompted the state 
to move the execution to tonight.  The state of New York executed Chameleon in-
stead and by accident.  Talk about poetic justice.

! Should they not use the helmut, they will have to subdue Chameleon some 
other way.  The helmut recorded the entire event, and they can use that information 
to clear Floyd Baker (in this instance, Floyd’s execution was not moved up a few 
days from the original date).
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FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOOD 
SPIDER-MAN 20 - 22
! Something has set its eyes on Flash Thomson and Betty Brandt.  Something 
that feasts on human flesh and fears nothing.  The heroes must stop it before it un-
leashes a plague of carnivorous spiders on Manhattan.

SCENE STRUCTURE
! Although the heroes can hop between story arcs during this Event, the 
Scenes in this story arc should progress as follows:

BUILDUP

✦ TRANSITION:  CREEPY LADY: After talking with Betty Brandt, the heroes 
deduce that the school nurse Mrs. Arrow is really Ero, a creature seemingly 
fixated on Flash Thompson. 

✦ ACTION:  ABDUCTION: The heroes must overcome an avalanche of biting 
spiders to save Flash Thompson and Kelly Kulick from Ero’s clutches.

KEY SCENE

✦ TRANSITION:  PLACE OF POWER: With very little to go on, the heroes must 
deduce where Ero has taken Flash Thompson. 

✦ ACTION: TROUBLE WTH THE LAW: Police investigate Ero’s attack on the 
bowling alley and confront the heroes.

✦ ACTION:  NUMBER ONE FAN: Can the heroes keep Ero from turning Flash 
Thompson into food for her “children?”

✦ ACTION:  HOT PURSUIT: Ero has bugged out (literally).  The heroes must 
track her down. 

✦ ACTION:  PREDATORS: This final battle is for the birds.
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WHO IS ERO?

! Shortly before Civil War, 
Spider-Man died, savagely beaten 
and killed by the totem-killer Mor-
lun.  However, it appears that 
Spider-Man has a hither-to un-
known ability to survive death by 
mans of shedding his old body and 
regrowing a new one from within a 
web cocoon.  Spider-Man did this, 
with his cocoon residing under the 
Brooklyin Bridge.

! However, the husk of Pe-
ter’s old body attracted carnivorous 
Ero spiders,  which fed on his car-
cass and formed into a female hu-
man.  This “Other” was supposedly 
Peter’s natural opposite, and would  
endure to ensure that Peter’s 
cheating of death did not last.

! Spider-Man fought this 
Other but it escaped.  Some time 
later Spider-Man found a cocoon 
like his in a church.  No other sign 
of this Other was found. 

! This other took the name 
Nurse Arrow and became the 
school nurse at Midtown High 
School so as to keep a close eye 
on Peter.  She needed time to cre-
ate the egg sack that would hatch 
sufficient spiders to kill Peter.  She 
also needed a host for the egg 
sack, for if she found no one to 
take that burden the spiders would 
devour her instead.  She chose 
Flash Thompson due to his mas-
sive buildup of “Tantric” energy.  
She has secretly fixated on him 
ever since.  Once she was ready, 
she would force-feed the egg sack 
to Flash, whom would then feed 
the thousands newly-hatched spi-
ders.  Once they had grown in 
strength, they would hunt down 
and kill Spider-Man.



TRANSITION: CREEPY LADY
! Betty Brant, reporter for the Daily Bugle and Peter Parker’s longtime friend 
and former girlfriend, has found you and needs your help.  While on a date with 
Flash Thompson, Betty was assaulted in a restaurant bathroom by an army of thou-
sands of spiders.  When help arrived the spiders had vanished, and the restaurant 
kicked her out for causing a scene.  Worse, on the drive home, she noticed Miss Ar-
row smugly waiving at her on the street, and she distracted Flash enough that he 
crashed into a stopped police car and landing them both in custody for several 
hours.  Betty suspects that Miss Arrow is somehow controlling these spiders, but 
everyone thinks she’s crazy.

! Betty has noticed Miss Arrow taking an unhealthy interest in Flash for some 
time now, and suspects that she doesn’t want Betty and Flash dating.  However, she 
has nothing to go on but her own reporter’s instincts, and she fully realizes how 
crazy she sounds.  Despite this, her past with the heroes and the heroes’ own expe-
riences will assure them that Betty isn’t crazy.  They should do something to help 
their friend.

! Peter will recall that Miss Arrow attempted to win a date with Flash tonight, 
but that Flash had to coach the Varsity Bowling Squad tonight.  The thing of it was, 
Peter wasn’t in his Ben Reilly disguise when Miss Arrow arrived, and his Spider-
Sense didn’t warn him she was coming; he barely got his Image Inducer active on 
time.  Somehow, Peter’s Spider-Sense is blind to Miss Arrow.

! Betty will suggest doing research on Miss Arrow to find out more about her 
background.  Have the heroes roll against the doom pool to do their research online.  
If they succeed, the search brings up information on the Ero spider, and that triggers 
Peter’s memory about the Other (see the sidebar).  Ero is as powerful if not more 
than Spider-Man; Flash in in big trouble.
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ACTION: ABDUCTION
! You’ve tracked Ero to the bowling alley where Flash Thompson is coaching 
his school’s varsity bowling team.  You can tell from the screaming that Ero has al-
ready started her attack.

! The bowling alley had lots of Terrified Patrons, and is equipped with Bowl-
ing Paraphernalia.  Ero has two goals in mind; capture Flash Thompson and es-
cape.  Although she’d love to kill Spider-Man, she will only do so in a way that will 
feed her unborn “children.”  As such, she fights to repel, not to kill.

! Flash is in no immediate danger, but the heroes don’t know that.  Neither 
does Flash, and he has his students and his friend and expert bolwer Kelly Kulick to 
protect.  Not to mention that Kelly is his ride, since her father owns the garage that is 
repairing his car and she drove him to the bowling alley in the Company Tow Truck.

! When the heroes arrive, Ero is trying to drag off Flash and Kelly is attacking 
her with a bowling pin.  Ero responds by vomiting biting spiders all over Kelly.  At this 
point, the Watcher should establish the Initiative Order and the fight can begin.

! Ero needs to escape, but she should not succeed until Flash and Kelly are 
clear of the building.  When she does escape, she’ll dissolve into spiders and slip 
through the ball return and underground.  She’ll reappear beneath Kelly’s truck, 
sending it flying into the air atop a pillar of spiders.  She’ll immediately toss Kelly out 
of the truck, leaving the heroes to rescue her.

! Remember to hint that Ero is in pain by at least once having her take her 
Expecting Mother Distinction as a D4.  Ero is in a hurry, and her doubling over in 
pain is an important clue as to why.

! Ero envelops the truck, making it difficult to see what is going on inside.  The 
truck finally lowers to the ground as the spiders swarm off into the sewers.  Flash is 
not inside the truck nor anywhere to be found.  Ero has succeeded in abducting 
Flash Thompson.

! Should the heroes manage to do any Trauma to Ero she flees without Flash, 
but as her time is running out she’ll try again the instant the heroes turn their back on 
Flash.  She’ll wait for a moment when he’s either alone or has only one or two he-
roes protecting him.  Whatever the cost, she will find a way to abduct him.  Proceed 
to Transition:  Place of Power.
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TRANSITION:  PLACE OF POWER
! Ero has captured Flash Thompson for reasons known only to her.  She also 
seems to be in a hurry, and definitely seemed to be hurting.  Is she ill, or possibly 
dying?  If so, what could be so urgent that she’d forego medical treatment to kidnap 
someone?  And for pete’s sake, why Flash?

! Now that the heroes have lost Flash, they need to find Ero’s hideout.  
Searching the school nets them nothing; she has not made the school her den.  
They need to find her quickly, as she’s obviously on some kind of timetable.

! Whether by using a Resource or by some other means, the heroes should 
eventually figure out that Ero has returned to the church where Peter found that web 
cocoon.  They can then race to the church.

! During this Transition scene, a lone police officer arrives in his squad car and 
attempts to arrest the heroes.  He is no real threat, as even one hero could easily 
defeat him without much effort, but he’s called for backup.  If the heroes do not leave 
the scene, they’ll have to contend with a swarm of cops.

✦ Mystic Resource:  After investigating the myths and legends of the spider-
gods that evidently sent Ero against the wishes of the Great Weaver, they real-
ize that as Ero is an unholy corruption of Spider-Man she will be drawn to 
places once holy but now unholy, such as abandoned churches.  There aren’t 
that many such churches in the Manhattan area, so a quick survey of them will 
lead to Flash.

✦ Psych Resource: Ero has always believed herself to be the yin to Spider-
Man’s yang.  She’s female, he’s male; she’s strong, he’s weak.  She’s dark-
ness, he’s light.  She’s serious, he’s a joke.  Her choice of hideout would also 
reflect this obsession with dichotomy.  An abandoned bank, for example, would 
be once rich, now poor.  An empty church would be once holy, now unholy.  
Actually, an empty church would work really well, since she’s a demonic entity

✦ Science Resource: Analysis of the webbing used by Ero will reveal that it 
matches samples of a cocoon found by Spider-Man at a church.
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ACTION:  TROUBLE WITH THE LAW
! As you have struggled to work out the location of Ero’s hideout the police 
have mobilized to capture you.  Now you have dozens of squad cars and a pair of 
police choppers chasing you through the streets of Manhattan.  You don’t have time 
for this; every second you waste brings Flash Thompson closer to death.

! Use the datafiles elsewhere in this Event for the police squads and helicop-
ters.  The police want to capture the heroes but will use lethal force as needed.  
They don’t care about the heroes’ mission, only about the warrants for their arrests.

! It is entirely possible that some of the heroes will get away sooner than oth-
ers, splitting the team into smaller teams, buddy pairs or even solo heroes.  If so 
those that have escaped can move to try and find Ero while the others keep the po-
lice busy.  In fact, that might just be the heroes’ plan.

! The heroes might also get it in their heads to lure the police to Ero’s hideout 
in order to make defeating her easier.  However, the police will attack the heroes as 
readily as Ero, so this might backfire on them.
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ACTION: NUMBER ONE FAN
! Ero has Flash webbed to the ceiling.  She’s reached into her own stomach 
and pulled out a soccer-ball-sized egg sack teeming with thousands of unhatched 
ero spiders.  She means to force-feed this to Flash, making him dinner for the spi-
ders when they hatch.  Time to earn Flash’s adoration as your Number One Fan!

! Ero has her Creepy Egg Pouch in hand, and means to force-feed her little 
bundle of joy to Flash.  However, if she manages to stress out a hero she’ll attempt 
to feed her egg pouch to that hero instead.  It takes a full Panel for her to do so, and 
any reactions she makes during that round are at D4 Distinction.  The heroes should 
attempt to destroy the egg pouch as soon as possible by targeting the Scene Dis-
tinction. 

! If Ero takes more than D10 Physical Damage or her egg pouch is destroyed 
she flees the scene.  They heroes should pursue immediately.

ERO [Nurse Arrow]
SOLO D10 SPIDER-MAN’S OTHER
BUDDY D8 COMPOSED OF CREEPINESS
TEAM D6 EXPECTING MOTHER
THE OTHERTHE OTHER
ENHANCED STAMINA D8 INTANGIBILITY D10
STINGERS D10 SUPERHUMAN REFLEXES D10
SUPERHUMAN STAMINA D10 SUPERHUMAN STRENGTH D10
SWINGLINE D8 WEB-FLIGHT D8
WALL-CRAWLING D6
SFX: Grapple:  When inflicting a web-based complication on a target add d6 
and step up your effect die.
SFX: Grapple:  When inflicting a web-based complication on a target add d6 
and step up your effect die.
SFX: Poison:  When using Stingers in your dice pool, add a D6 to your dice 
pool for an attack action and step back your highest die in the pool by -1.  Step 
up Physical Stress inflicted by +1.

SFX: Poison:  When using Stingers in your dice pool, add a D6 to your dice 
pool for an attack action and step back your highest die in the pool by -1.  Step 
up Physical Stress inflicted by +1.
SFX: Slip By Spider Sense:  Spend a die from the doom pool to prevent Spider-
Man’s Spider-Sense from detecting you.
SFX: Slip By Spider Sense:  Spend a die from the doom pool to prevent Spider-
Man’s Spider-Sense from detecting you.
SFX: Web Constructs:  When creating web-related assets, add a D6 and step 
up your effect die.
SFX: Web Constructs:  When creating web-related assets, add a D6 and step 
up your effect die.
Limit: Exhausted:  Shutdown any The Other power to gain a die to the doom 
pool.  Recover power by activating an opportunity or during a Transition Scene. 
wer 

Limit: Exhausted:  Shutdown any The Other power to gain a die to the doom 
pool.  Recover power by activating an opportunity or during a Transition Scene. 
wer 
Limit: Made Of Spiders:  Turn any The Other power into a complication to gain 
a d6 to the doom pool when attacks target the spiders that compose her body.
Limit: Made Of Spiders:  Turn any The Other power into a complication to gain 
a d6 to the doom pool when attacks target the spiders that compose her body.

Acrobatics Master D10 Combat Expert D8
Covert Expert D10 Medical Expert D8
Menace Expert D8 Mystic Expert D8

! Formed from the husk of 
Peter Parker’s body and mystically-
driven ero spiders, Ero considers 
herself Spider-Man’s opposite.  She 
has a divine mission to punish 
Spider-Man for cheating death, and 
means to use her “children” do do 
so.
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ACTION:  PREDATOR
! Ero has fled the church and weaved a web-parasail to escape by air.  You 
have no intention of letting this murderous monster escape.

! The heroes must find a way to capture or kill Ero.  Her intangibility makes 
this extremely difficult but attacks that target the spiders directly can do real damage.  
Physical Strain over D8 forces her into her half-woman, half-spider-horde form, mak-
ing targeting her spiders easier.  

! After a few rounds of pursuit and fighting, if the heroes manage to succeed a 
perception check they notice that they are flying over the Central Park Zoo, specifi-
cally the Aviary.  If they can force Ero to crash, the villain and the heroes will smash 
through the roof of the aviary.  They can then use the Hundreds Of Hungry Birds to 
attack Ero.  With the heroes simply preventing Ero from escaping the birds will make 
quick work of her.

!
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CONCLUSION
! With Back In Black over, the heroes have some loose ends to tie up.  Did the 
heroes wind up as legitimate felons with the police hounding their every move?  Did 
the heroes allow May or other loved ones to die peacefully or do they seek out ex-
treme means to try and save them?  How does their reputation suffer or improve be-
cause of their actions?  The following suggestions tie into the final status of the he-
roes at the end of Back In Back, though many more are possible.

HEROES AVOID 
FELONIES
✦ If the heroes manage to get 

through Back In Black without 
committing any felonies, the po-
lice relax their hunt for the heroes, 
focusing on more dangerous vio-
lators of the SHRA (or the MRA if 
that is in place).

✦ Should the heroes have earned 
Amnesty permanently, they have 
been registered under the SHRA / 
MRA and regain some of their lost 
popularity and respect.

Any investigation into Nurse Arrow’s 
death leads the police to a dead 
end, as she didn’t exist prior to her 
employment at Midtown High, and 
the police have no knowledge of her 
abilities unless they took part in the 
rescue of Flash Thompson.

HEROES RACK UP 
THE FELONIES
✦ If the heroes carelessly accumu-

late felonies the police step up the 
manhunt, employing more man-
power and perhaps S.H.I.E.L.D 
assistance in apprehending the 
heroes.

✦ No Amnesty will be offered to the 
heroes unless they are willing to 
become “tagged” members of the 
Thunderbolts.

✦ The police pin Miss Arrow’s death 
on the heroes despite the shoddy 
evidence available that they had 
anything to do with it.  The heroes 
can’t really prove they didn’t kill 
Ero, since they probably did.

HEROES LET MAY 
PASS AWAY
✦ Should the heroes allow Aunt May 

or one of their other loved ones to 
pass away peacefully they have 
the sympathy of most of the su-
perhero community.  Despite their 
differences most people respect 
the heroes for their past service 
and many of those on the pro-
registration side were close 
friends of the heroes, so the he-
roes won’t be alone in their grief.

✦ The government will grant the he-
roes temporary Amnesty to attend 
the funeral of their loved ones if 
they haven’t racked up too many 
felonies.  That amnesty ends the 
moment they step off the ceme-
tery grounds, though, so heroes 
should have plans for their es-
cape.

✦ Should the heroes be in custody 
they are granted the opportunity 
to attend the funeral under police 
escort and with inhibitor collars in 
place.  This is an opportunity for 
them to escape, but they should 
probably wait until the funeral 
ends before making such an at-
tempt.
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American Eagle

Black Cat

Caprice

Cloak

Dagger

Daredevil

Doctor Strange

Iron Fist

Luke Cage

Molten Man

Moon Knight

Ronin

Sandman

Spider-Man

Spider-Woman

Wolverine

HERO DATAFILES



!

! For Back In Black Event, we’ve provided a number of heroes suitable for 
this dark period in the history of the Marvel Universe.  Many of these heroes are 
members or past members of various teams such as Cloak and Dagger, the New 
Avengers and Scourge, while others remain independent.  Your players are free to 
decide their current membership during the course of the game as circumstances 
grow darker and moral choices grow more difficult to make in favor of quick, easy and 
often criminal behaviors.  EAch datafile includes a pair of Milestones that represent 
recurring plot lines specific to that hero.
!
! For the sake of continuity, note that these datafiles reflect the heroes after 
Civil War, the first scene taking place the night after the final battle of that story.  One 
character, Sandman, is not available at the beginning of the story, only available for 
unlocking after the events of Friendly Neighborhood Spiderman 17-19.  As always, 
each hero datafile may be tweaked to suit the needs of your players.  Refer to chap-
ter four of the Operations Manual for definitions, guidelines, and rules for doing so.

! Hero datafiles that are not chosen by players may be converted to Watcher 
characters should the Watcher feel the need to provide the heroes with an occasional 
ally.  Remember to switch the SFX and Limits to reflect using doom dice instead of 
Plot Points.  Even if the players don’t use them, these heroes remain major charac-
ters and should keep their Affiliations at their listed ratings.
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AMERICAN EAGLE
Affiliations

Distinctions

Power Sets

Specialties

Milestones

Solo! ! ! Buddy! ! ! Team

Navajo Diplomatic Immunity
Principled Warrior
Bone-Dry Humor

SPIRIT OF AMERICA
ENHANCED SPEED! ! ! ENHANCED SENSES
SUPERHUMAN DURABILITY ! ! SUPERHUMAN  REFLEXES
SUPERHUMAN STAMINA! ! SUPERHUMAN STRENGTH
SFX: Focus:  If a pool includes a Spirit Of America power, replace two die 
with one stepped-up die.
SFX: Second Chance:  Spend 1 PP to reroll when using any Spirit Of America power.
LIMIT: Exhausted:  Shutdown any Spirit Of America power to gain 1 PP.  Recover 
power by activating an opportunity or during a Transition Scene.
LIMIT: Patriot:  Step up Emotional Stress from public opinion or tribal governments to 
step up the lowest doom die or add a D6 doom die.

EAGLE GEAR
WEAPON! ! ! ! SWINGLINE
MOTORCYCLE!
SFX: Burst:  Step up or double your Weapon die against a single target.  Remove the 
highest-rolling die and add 3 dice to your total.
LIMIT: Exhausted:  Shutdown an Eagle Gear Power and gain 1 PP.  Recover power 
by activating an opportunity or during a Transition Scene.

Combat Expert! ! ! Covert Expert
Crime Expert ! ! ! Menace Expert
Vehicle Expert

STAND BY YOUR PRINCIPLES
  1XP! when you question the morality of an another hero’s choices.
  3XP! when you stand in opposition to another hero for an immoral action that the 
! hero is about to take and it leads to one of you taking Physical Stress.
10XP! when you either leave a hero who has taken an extremely risky moral stand 
! to his fate and return to your reservation or you stand by that hero and fight 
! for what is right.

PRIDE OF THE NAVAJO
  1XP! when you declare your actions are due to your desire to protect the honor of 
! your tribe.
  3XP! when you come to blows with a Pro-SHRA hero to protect a hero on your 
! team from arrest under the SHRA’s provisions. 
10XP! when you either grant a hero asylum on your reservation to ensure that the 
! US government cannot harm them or you leave the hero to fend for himself 
! against his government’s enforcers in order to protect your people from 
! retribution.
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HISTORY

! Jason Strongbow and his brother Ward 
both developed their powers in a confrontation with 
the villain Klaw.  Jason had discovered that a 
mining company in league with Klaw had begun 
mining operations in a mountain owned by his tribe 
in hopes of extracting uranium.  He confronted 
Klaw, but his brother Ward sided with the mining 
company.  In the fight that followed, Klaw’s sonic 
powers bonded some of the uranium to the brothers 
and they mutated, gaining enhanced physiques.  
Thwarted of his uranium, which he hoped to use to 
augment his own powers, Klaw fled with Ward to 
the Savage Land in hopes of gaining vibranium to 
augment his abilities.

! Taking inspiration from a flying eagle 
nearby, Jason took up the mantle of American 
Eagle.  He traced his brother and Klaw to the 
Savage Land where he teamed up with Ka-Zar, 
Thing and Wyatt Wingfoot to defeat Klaw.  During 
the fight, Ward was killed by one of the miners.  For 
his efforts, his tribe declared Jason their champion.

! Jason has come out strongly opposed to 
the Superhuman Registration Act.  Although he 
fought on the anti-registration side, the government 
can not force him to comply with the SHRA as his 
status as a citizen of the Navajo Nation renders him 
immune to the law’s provision.

PERSONALITY
!
! Jason is a fierce defender of civil liberties 
and human rights.  From his first bout with Klaw to 
the present day, he has stood for those principles 
that most United States citizens take for granted.  
However, he has learned caution in his years as a 
hero, and his concern for his friends’ safety 
sometimes stands in the way of his principles.

! Jason feels a great deal of pride in his 
heritage, yet sometimes feels pressure to represent 
and protect his tribe in ways that conflict with his 
moral sense.  Should the time ever come when his 
desire to oppose the SHRA come into conflict with 
the safety of his tribe it will prove interesting to see 
how he resolves that conflict.

ABILITIES AND RESOURCES

! Due to his exposure to the radiation in the 
uranium mine, Jason has superhuman levels of 
strength, speed, stamina, reflexes and durability.  
His senses have also been expanded so that he 
can see at great distances (seeing clearly at 800 
feet what a normal human can see at only 20 feet) 
and his other senses having an acuity of three times 
that of a normal person.  He has shown the ability to 
run in excess of 65 miles per hour.

! In addition to his abilities, American Eagle 
carries a modified crossbow with specialized bolts.  
As of Civil War he has taken to traveling by 
motorcycle.

! In the past, Jason has allied with such 
heroes as the Thing of the Fantastic Four, Ka-Zar 
and Wyatt Wingfoot.  He has also allied with 
Captain America during the civil war.  He can count 
on members of his tribe to back him in most 
situations.

J a s o n  S t r o n g b o w  [ S e c r e t ]



BLACK CAT     
Affiliations

Distinctions

Power Sets

Specialties

Milestones

Solo! ! ! Buddy! ! ! Team

Cunning Cat Burglar
Stealthy Seducer
Dig In Her Claws

CAT-THEMED GEAR
! CLAWS!! ! ! ! ! SWINGLINE
! WALL-CRAWLING
SFX: Dangerous: Add a D6 to your dice pool for an attack action and step back 
! highest die in pool by -1.  Step up Physical Stress inflicted by +1.
LIMIT: Gear:  Shut Down a Cat-Themed Gear power and gain 1 PP.  Take an action 
! versus the doom pool to recover.

WILD CAT
ENHANCED REFLEXES! ! ENHANCED SENSES
SFX:  Infravision:  Spend 1 PP to add Enhanced Senses (or step up by +1 if already 
! in your pool) and reroll all dice on a reaction.
SFX: Second Wind:  Before you make an action including a Bad Luck Kitty power, 
! you may move your Physical Stress die to the doom pool and step up the 
! Bad Luck Kitty power by +1 for this action.
LIMIT: Exhausted:  Shutdown any Wild Cat power to gain 1 PP.  Recover power by 
! activating an opportunity or during a Transition Scene.

Acrobatic Master! ! ! Combat Expert
Covert Expert ! ! ! Crime Master

[You may convert Expert D8 into 2D6, or Master D10 into 2D8]

FLIRTATIOUS
  1XP! when you use your Stealthy Seducer Distinction on a hero or major Watcher 
! Character for the first time.
  3XP! when your pursue your chosen character’s attention in a flirtatious 
! cat-and-mouse game causes either you or him to take at least D8 emotional 
! stress.
10XP! when you either establish a long-term relationship with your chosen 
! character (either romantic or close friendship) or you cut ties with that 
! character before your relationship becomes too serious.

MORALLY-QUESTIONABLE
  1XP! when you rebuke an ally for letting their morals get in the way of what they 
! really want.
  3XP! when you sacrifice something you’d like to do in order to ease your 
! conscience or please someone on your team who holds to a higher moral 
! code.
10XP! when you either take the much more difficult moral high road despite the 
! risk of losing what you most desire or you take the easy road to quick 
! success and alienate yourself from your most cherished allies. 
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HISTORY

! Felicia Hardy was trained by her father as a 
great athlete. After his father capture as a cat 
burglar, she decided to follow his steps and use her 
abilities to become the Black Cat. First donning that 
name when she tried to free her father from prison, 
but she encountered Spider-Man. Since then, she 
felt a kinship with this lone hero, as she tried to 
change sides to be trusted by the hero. 
! Over the time, she gained special abilities 
of bad luck as a result of her latent mutant powers.  
Her abilities began to affect those with which she 
shared frequent contact, including Spider-Man.  
Seeking to cure Spider-Man, she allowed her 
mutation to be manipulated by Doctor Strange and 
as a result she lost her bad luck powers in favor of 
enhanced physical abilities.
! Black Cat remained as an ally of the 
arachnid hero and helped him whenever he 
needed, trying to compensate their failed 
relationship.  When the Superhuman Registration 
Act passed, Felicia opted to register, perhaps 
inspired by Spider-Man’s decision to do so.  She 
joined Heroes for Hire and hunted down 
unregistered super humans on behalf of the 
government.  When Spider-Man switched sides, 
she elected to not pursue him.

PERSONALITY
! Felicia Hardy is a thrill-seeking anti-hero 
who claims to see morality as an impediment to a 
good time.  Despite this insistence upon her bad-girl 
attitude, Felicia has shown herself capable of great 
acts of heroism and compassion.  Time and again 
when she had the choice to make the moral choice 
or the selfish one, she has (usually) gone the moral 
route, albeit under protest.
! Felicia finds it difficult to maintain serious 
relationships and feels that her lifestyle doesn’t 
mesh will with settling down with one person.  
Nevertheless she has gotten into serious 
relationships in the past and may feel tempted to try 
again in the future.

ABILITIES AND RESOURCES
! Due to her revamped mutant abilities, Black 
Cat has cat-like reflexes and the ability to see in the 
infra-red spectrum and in low-light conditions.  
Although she once possessed the ability to inflict 
bad luck on others, she has lost this ability.
! To compliment her powers, Black Cat has 
purchased specialized equipment that allows her 
extra freedom.  Her suit has climbing claws in the 
gloves and boots that allow her to climb most 
surfaces.  Those same claws provide her with 
deadly offensive capabilities in close combat.  She 
can also fire a grapple line that allows her to swing 
through the city nearly as well as Spider-Man.
! Black Cat has friends and allies (as well as 
enemies) on both sides of the law.  She has turned 
her flirtatious relationship with Spider-Man into a 
rough-and-tumble friendship.  She also has been 
known to hire the Tinkerer to supply her with new 
gadgets.

F e l i c i a  H a r d y  [ p u b l i c ]



CAPRICE
Affiliations

Distinctions

Power Sets

Specialties

Milestones

Solo! ! ! Buddy! ! ! Team

Mental Scourge
Villain Hunter
Wrong Side Of The Law

MENTALIST
MIND CONTROL! ! ! TELEPATHY! !
SFX: Area Attack:  Add a D6 and keep an extra effect die for each additional target.
SFX: Confused:  When imposing a Confused complication on a target, add a D6 and 
! step up the effect die by +1.
SFX: Second Chance:  Spend 1 PP to reroll when using any Mentalist Power.
LIMIT: Mental Stress:  If a target of Mind Control severs that control as a reaction 
! without you voluntarily releasing that target, take Mental Stress equal to the 
! effect die of the target’s reaction roll.

SCOURGE EQUIPMENT
ENHANCED REFLEXES! ! WEAPON! !
SFX: Dangerous: Add a D6 to your dice pool for an attack action and step back 
! highest die in pool by -1.  Step up Physical Stress inflicted by +1.
SFX: Explosive:  Add a D6 and keep an extra effect die for each additional target.
LIMIT: Gear:  Shut Down a Scourge Equipment power and gain 1 PP.  Take an action 
! versus the doom pool to recover.

Acrobatic Expert! ! ! Combat Master
Covert Expert ! ! ! Psych Master

[You may convert Expert D8 into 2D6, or Master D10 into 2D8]

MANIPULATIVE
  1XP! when you use your Mind Control power on a hero or major Watcher 
! Character for the first time.
  3XP! when you take Mental Stress from your target after the target breaks free 
! from your power.
10XP! when you either defeat a pair of enemies by forcing them to fight one 
! another or you get stressed out by the Mental Trauma inflicted when your 
! targets break free of your control.

TOUGH AS NAILS
  1XP! when you take Physical or Mental Stress meant for an ally.
  3XP! when you allow yourself to be captured to ensure that your allies escape.
10XP! when you either break under interrogation and betray your allies or you trick 
! your interrogator into believing a lie and lead them into a trap.
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HISTORY

! Kendra’s past remains shrouded in mystery 
prior to her patronage by Scourge I.  She was a 
Scourge handler that captured and tortured US 
Agent when he was investigating her organization.  
When she discovered his Avengers affiliation she 
decided to brainwash US Agent rather than kill him 
so that he would lead them back to one of their 
rogue agents.  During the operation, an attack 
meant to kill US Agent by her ally Bloodstrain hit her 
instead.  Bloodstain fled, leaving Caprice in the 
hands of an angry US Agent.  The Avenger 
“persuaded” Caprice to give up the name of her 
employer and only then allowed her to be taken to a 
hospital for treatment.

! Caprice kept out of trouble after that, 
though it is possible that she continued her anti-
super villain activities covertly using her mental 
powers to mask her actions.  With the passing of 
the SHRA, Caprice decided not to register, and 
assisted the anti-registration forces until the end of 
the civil war.  Now she is on the run, doing her best 
to lay low and stay off the radar of the authorities 
while still giving the villains what they deserve.

PERSONALITY
!
! Caprice is a manipulator, casually turning 
her powers on her enemies in order to extract their 
secrets and then turn them on each other.  She has 
no qualms about killing super villains or others she 
deems unworthy to remain a threat to society.  She 
is ruthless; she has dedicated herself to a cause 
and nothing will sway her from pursuing that goal to 
the end.

! Although she puts on a tough exterior, 
Caprice is known to cave under extreme pressure, 
and has in the past betrayed her allies rather than 
suffer at her enemies’ hands.  Nevertheless, she 
has recently chosen the path of the hero, and has 
some sense of human rights, even if she cannot 
articulate the source of those rights.

ABILITIES AND RESOURCES
! Caprice is a moderate-level telepath whom 
can not only read minds but control them to a 
limited degree.  She can cause people to forget key 
details of their lives as well as implant new 
memories.  She uses these abilities to get her 
enemies to fight each other so that she doesn’t 
have to face them herself.
! She does not shy away from combat, 
however.  She is a trained fighter and marksman, 
with a specialty pistol that fires explosive rounds.  
She is also well versed in espionage and covert 
tactics and makes an excellent spy.
! Once an accomplice of the first Scourge, 
she now has a short list of allies.  She can count on 
those who sided with her on the anti-registration 
side to a degree, though her past makes her difficult 
to trust completely.  She still has some contacts in 
the spy community, though their reliability is shaky 
at best.

K e n d r a  L o u i s e  P r i c e  [ S e c r e t ]



CLOAK
Affiliations

Distinctions

Power Sets

Specialties

Milestones

Solo! ! ! Buddy! ! ! Team

The Demon Inside
In Love With Dagger
Street Kid

LIVING DIMENSIONAL INTERFACE
DARKFORCE CONTROL! ! ! ENHANCED STAMINA
ENHANCED STRENGTH ! ! ! INTANGIBLITY
TELEPORT! !
SFX:  Area Attack:  Add a D6 and keep an additional effect die for each additional 
target.
SFX: Engulf:  When inflicting an Entrapped complication against a target add a D6 
and step up your effect die.
SFX: Life Drain:  If your attack action against organic targets includes Intangibility 
add a D6 and step up your effect die.
LIMIT: Growing Hunger: If your pool includes a Living Dimiensional Interface power 
both 1 and 2 on your dice rolls count as opportunities.
LIMIT: The Predator:  Whenever you successfully stress out a target using Living 
Dimensional Interface you must chose to take emotional stress or feed your target to 
the Predator and add a D6 to the doom pool.

Crime Expert ! ! ! Menace Expert

[You may convert Expert D8 into 2D6, or Master D10 into 2D8]

THE DEMON NEVER SLEEPS
  1XP! when you first use your Life Drain SFX in a Scene.
  3XP! when you teleport an ally or innocent bystander out of danger.
10XP! when you either choose to feed someone to the Predator despite the pleas 
! of your friends or you stress yourself out to resist doing so..
!
CLOAKED PORTAL
  1XP! when you teleport an ally into or out of trouble.
  3XP! when you come to blows with a Pro-SHRA hero to protect a hero on your 
! team from arrest under the SHRA’s provisions. 
10XP! when you either teleport everyone on your side of the conflict into a major 
! battle or take a large contingent from your team to safety when they are in 
! terrible danger.
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HISTORY

! Growing up on the rough streets of Boston, 
Tyrone “Ty” Johnson tried to stay on the straight 
and narrow, despite frequent temptations to an 
easier but less law-abiding life. Then he and his 
friend Billy witnessed a deadly robbery. Police saw 
them leaving the scene and ordered them to stop. 
Tyrone’s lifelong stutter interfered as he tried to 
protest their innocence, and the police opened fire, 
killing Billy. Tyrone ran, from the police and his old 
life.

! He ended up in New York City. At the 
Manhattan Port Authority, Tyrone met Tandy Bowen
—a runaway from a rich family in the Midwest—
when he stopped another runaway from robbing 
her. They quickly became close friends. When a 
group of strangers offered Tandy shelter, Tyrone 
went along to protect her. He failed again, as the 
strangers worked for the Maggia crime syndicate 
and forced the two runaways to become guinea 
pigs for a new form of synthetic heroin. Unlike the 
other subjects of the test, Tyrone and Tandy 
survived, the trauma triggering their powers.

! The pair began operating as the vigilantes 
Cloak and Dagger. At first merciless in their 
methods, the pair slowly became less ruthless as 
the unique bond of their powers drew them closer 
together. Tandy’s powers as Dagger influenced her 
towards less murderous ends; over time she guided 
Cloak to less extreme actions as well.

! Cloak and Dagger never stray far or long 
from one another. They always return to the streets
of New York, providing aid and hope to the 
continuous stream of runaways and other denizens 
of the street in dire need of both.

PERSONALITY
!
! Tyrone is shy and unassuming; but as 
Cloak, his stutter disappears and his voice
deepens, projecting a dark and foreboding 
demeanor. Cloak gives the impression of tightly 
restrained power—hungry and full of violent 
potential—always looking for an outlet. Tyrone is 
deeply protective of Dagger and takes great risks to 
keep her safe, even from himself.

ABILITIES AND RESOURCES

! Tyrone’s physical form is a “door” to the 
“Darkforce Dimension.” He can move through that 
dimension, teleporting from one point to another in 
he real world. Cloak can carry passengers when he 
uses the conduit to teleport, but passengers travel 
at their own peril. The darkness leeches at their life 
force and fills them with dread and nameless horror 
during the trip. Cloak can also summon billowing 
clouds of darkforce that psychically numb and fill 
people with fear. At its fullest, this dark- ness can 
completely drain the life from victims caught in it, 
killing them. Tyrone sometimes feels compelled to 
this act of psychic vampirism by the Predator—his 
name for the entity his powers link him to. Dagger’s 
light can sate this hunger temporarily. As Cloak, 
Tyrone is normally intangible and must solidify 
through force of will. He also seems to gain a small 
amount of height, and his strength
increases significantly.

! Cloak and Dagger have good relationships
with many other “street-level” heroes such as 
Spider-Man and Daredevil, but little in the way of 
resources beyond their powers
and allies.

Ty r o n e  “ Ty ”  J o h n s o n  [ S e c r e t ]



DAGGER
Affiliations

Distinctions

Power Sets

Specialties

Milestones

Solo! ! ! Buddy! ! ! Team

In Love With Cloak
Inner Light
Naive

CHANNELLING THE LIGHT
ENHANCED REFLEXES! ! ! ENHANCED STAMINA
LIGHT DAGGERS ! ! ! ! LIGHT MASTERY
SFX:  Area Attack:  Add a D6 and keep an additional effect die for each additional 
target.
SFX: Healing:  Add Light Mastery to your dice pool when helping others recover 
stress.  Spend 1 PP to recover your own or another’s Physical Stress or step back 
your own or another’s Physical Trauma.
SFX: Soul Shock:  When using Light Daggers to inflict Emotional Stress add a D6 
and step up your effect die.
LIMIT: Only Humans:  Light Mastery only works on human targets.  Ear 1 PP when 
you take an action against non-human targets.
LIMIT: Overcharged:  Shutdown any Channeling The Light power to gain 1 PP.  
Activate an opportunity to recover the power or during a Transition Scene.

Acrobatic Master! ! ! Combat Expert
Crime Expert ! ! ! Psych Expert

[You may convert Expert D8 into 2D6, or Master D10 into 2D8]

ATTACKING THE DARKNESS
  1XP! when you first use your Soul Shock SFX on a character in a Scene.
  3XP! when you use Healing SFX to help someone recover Emotional Stress or 
! Trauma.
10XP! when you either stress yourself out helping another hero recover or you help 
! a foe recover trauma.
!
TRUE TO AN ALLY
  1XP! when you lend protection to an old ally hero in trouble.
  3XP! when you lend an Asset to your ally hero to protect them from attack. 
10XP! when you either get stressed out taking an attack meant for your ally or you 
! stress out the villain attacking your ally.
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HISTORY

! Originally from a wealthy suburb of 
Cleveland, Ohio, Tandy Bowen seemed to have the 
perfect life, with her famous former-model mother 
and wealthy father providing for her every material 
need. However, it was a loveless household; her 
mother pursued her own vain desires and her father 
abandoned the family in search of spirituality.
Tandy ran away from home after losing the 
boyfriend she viewed as her only source of love. 
Eventually, she arrived in New York. During an 
unsuccessful robbery attempt by other runaways, 
! Tandy met Tyrone Johnson, her rescuer 
and the man who became her dearest and only true 
friend. He came along to protect her when she was 
approached by a group offering shelter. The men 
turned out to be enforcers for the Maggia criminal 
syndicate, and the offer of shelter only a ruse to 
recruit unsuspecting runaways to test a synthetic 
form of heroin. A toxic reaction to the drug triggered 
Tandy’s latent mutant powers, saving her life. 
Together, she and Tyrone managed to escape. 
Once the two learned how to control their powers, 
they returned to wreak vengeance on their captors 
and became the ruthless vigilantes known as
Cloak and Dagger.
! Over time, the nature of Dagger’s powers 
and their connection to her own inner
light had a positive influence on her behavior, 
softening her outlook. Through her soothing 
influence, she and Cloak toned their violence down 
to a level more acceptable to their sometime allies 
among the Big Apple’s other street-level defenders, 
such as Spider-Man and Daredevil. Despite wanting 
more from life than simply being Cloak’s crime-
fighting partner, her feelings of responsibility for the 
young people the two protect and her bond with 
Tyrone always pull Dagger back to Cloak and their 
quixotic crusade.

PERSONALITY
!
! Tandy is literally full of life, a positive and 
buoy- ant point of hope and inspiration for those 
around her. She is highly energetic, with an easy 
smile and expressive body language. Fiercely 
devoted to Tyrone, she’s tried many times to pull 
him away from the streets and toward more positive 
environs, only to persuade herself to be patient, 
waiting for the better opportunity that her infectious 
sense of optimism assures her is always right 
around the corner.

ABILITIES AND RESOURCES

! Dagger can tap into her internal source of 
life force, or “inner light.” She generates far more 
life force than a normal person, and that surplus 
enhances her agility and stamina. Her signature 
move is to create daggers of light to throw at 
people, mentally controlling the daggers in flight. 
These light daggers disrupt a target’s life force, 
enough to kill or stun, but they only work on human 
targets. She can also illuminate a large area with 
her light, as well as heal others or purge various 
drugs and toxins from a person’s body.

! The demonic predator entity connected to 
Cloak’s darkness can feed from Tandy’s light, filling 
the harmful void Cloak’s hunger creates.  Dagger is 
always safe when teleporting through Cloak’s 
darkness, and she can share that protection with 
other passengers.

! In addition to her powers, Tandy
Bowen is an experienced dancer with gymnastic 
training.

Ta n d y  B o w e n  [ S e c r e t ]



DAREDEVIL
Affiliations

Distinctions

Power Sets

Specialties

Milestones

Solo! ! ! Buddy! ! ! Team

Blind Justice
Man Without Fear
Scores To Settle

BILLY CLUB
ENHANCED DURABILITY! ! ! SWINGLINE
WEAPON ! ! ! !
SFX:  Rebound:  Step up or double Weapon die against a single target.  Remove 
! highest-rolling die and add an additional die to your total.
SFX: Grapple:  Add a D6 and step up the effect die +1 when inflicting a complication 
! on a target.
LIMIT: Gear:  Shutdown Billy Club and gain 1 PP.  Take an action vs. the doom pool 
! to recover gear.

HYPERSENSES
ENHANCED REFLEXES! ! ENHANCED STAMINA
SUPERHUMAN SENSES ! ! ! !
SFX:  Focus:  In a pool including a Hypersenses die, replace two die of equal steps 
! with one die of +1 Step.
SFX: Immunity:  Spend 1 PP to ignore stress, trauma or complications from attacks 
! targeting sight or vision.
SFX: Radar Sense:  Spend 1 PP to add Superhuman Senses (or step up by +1 if 
! already in your pool) and reroll all dice when taking an action.
LIMIT: Overstimulation:  Shutdown a Hypersenses power and gain 1 PP.  Recover 
! power by activating an opportunity or during a Transition scene.

Acrobatic Master! ! ! Combat Expert
Covert Expert ! ! ! Crime Master
Menace Expert ! ! ! Psych Expert

[You may convert Expert D8 into 2D6, or Master D10 into 2D8]

TRUTH OR DAREDEVIL
  1XP! when you break from your team to go Solo searching for the impostor 
! pretending to be Daredevil.
  3XP! when you face and unmask the impostor Daredevil.
10XP! when you either discover who hired the fake Daredevil to take your place 
! and teach him a lesson or you decide to retire and let the phony Daredevil 
! take the punishment your enemies had meant for you.
!
PRISON CHANGES A DEVIL
  1XP! when you mention the loss of your friend Foggy Nelson during a scene.
  3XP! when you help a friend recover Emotional Stress gained from the dire 
! circumstances of a loved one. 
10XP! when you either quit the team to solve Foggy’s murder or you put your 
! desire for revenge aside to help a friend hero with a terrible choice.
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HISTORY

! ! Young Matt Murdock’s life changed 
forever the day he pushed a blind man out of the 
way of a speeding truck.  A container filled with 
radioactive liquid from that truck struck Matt, 
destroying his sight but enhancing his other senses 
to superhuman levels. Growing up blind in New 
York City’s crime-ridden Hell’s Kitchen, he was 
determined not to let his situation hinder him. He 
trained his body at the gym and his mind in the 
classroom. The blind martial artist, Stick, taught 
Matt to master his enhanced senses and hone his 
fighting skills.

! Eventually, Matt became a top law student, 
and his future looked bright, until the mob murdered 
Matt's father, prizefighter "Battlin' Jack" Murdock, for 
refusing to throw a fight.  Unable to get justice in the 
courts, Matt donned a costume and took down the 
killers as “Daredevil, the Man Without Fear.” After 
this tragedy, Matt devoted his life to the pursuit of 
justice, both in the courtroom and on the streets of 
Hell’s Kitchen. As Daredevil he has fought 
numerous criminals and killers, chief among them 
the Kingpin’s mob, the master assassin Bullseye, 
and the villainous ninja cult known as the Hand. As 
Matt Murdock, he has become a crusading attorney 
aiding the defenseless.

! Daredevil’s life has been full of trials and 
tragedy. He has loved and lost many times, most 
notably ex-secretary Karen Page and the Greek 
assassin Elektra. The Kingpin has targeted him and 
his loved ones several times, nearly destroying the 
hero’s sanity and reputation. More recently, 
Daredevil’s true identity has leaked to the press, 
endangering the lives of everyone Matt Murdock 
holds dear.  Worse, his enemies and the FBI 
conspired to rob him of his freedom, and he found 
himself in prison alongside Wilson Fisk, the Kingpin 
of Crime himself.  While imprisoned he watched 
helplessly as inmates murdered his friend Foggy 
Nelson.  Kingpin then arranged that he, Matt and 
Bullseye would escape, but Matt prevented his 
enemies from escaping while getting free himself.  
Now he's looking for the man who ordered Foggy's 
death, as well as the pretender whom has taken up 
the mantle of Daredevil in his stead.

PERSONALITY
!
! Daredevil's confidence and calm, even 
when faced with overwhelming odds, fuels his 
reputation as the Man Without Fear. In truth, 
Murdock does feel fear but refuses to be ruled by it. 
In either identity, he is a passionate defender of the 
weak and enemy of the corrupt. He is more stoic 
and less wordy than most, preferring to let his 
reputation and abilities speak for him.

ABILITIES AND RESOURCES

! Daredevil is blind, but compensates with 
super- humanly heightened senses of smell, touch, 
hearing, and taste. He also possesses a radar 
sense that lets him detect objects and people. His 
senses are acute enough that he can read 
newsprint by touching it and detect lies by listening 
to someone’s heartbeat. Daredevil is a master 
hand-to-hand combatant, trained in boxing, ninjitsu, 
and various other martial arts. He is an incredible 
acrobat and uses a specially designed billy club 
equipped with a swingline. As Matt Murdock, he is 
one of the world’s most gifted defense attorneys.

! Daredevil is not a great team player, but 
has many friends. He has worked closely with 
Spider- Man, Moon Knight, Captain America, and 
even the Punisher. At different times in his life he 
has been a partner, romantically and otherwise, to 
Elektra and the Black Widow. He is also close to his 
law partner, Franklin “Foggy” Nelson, and reporter 
Ben Urich.  Daredevil is a licensed attorney in the 
State of New York and a respected member of that 
profession.

M a t t  M u r d o c k  [ P u b l i c ]



DOCTOR STRANGE
Affiliations

Distinctions

Power Sets

Specialties

Milestones

Solo! ! ! Buddy! ! ! Team

Former Surgeon
The Price Of Magic 
Earth’s Arcane Defender

DISCIPLE OF THE ANCIENT ONE
ENHANCED DURABILITY! ! ! MYSTIC BLAST
MYSTIC RESISTANCE! ! ! ! SUPREME SORCERY
TELEPATHY! ! ! ! ! TRANSMUTATION
SFX: Alliterative Invocations. When using a stunt to create magical assets or complications, add a 
! D6 and step up your effect die.
SFX: Area Attack. Against multiple targets, for every additional target add a d6 and keep an 
! additional effect die.
SFX: Multipower. Add more than one Disciple of the Ancient One power to your pool. Step back 
! each Disciple of the Ancient One die in your pool once for each die beyond the first. 
Limit: The Extent of Sorcery. When you add Supreme Sorcery to any pool, you may only create 
! assets and complications as your effect.

ASTRAL TRAVELER
ENHANCED REFLEXES! ! ENHANCED STAMINA
SFX: Without Form. Spend 1 PP to ignore physical stress caused by anyone attacking your astral 
! form by mundane means. 
Limit: TheEmptyVessel. When your dice pool includes an Astral Traveler power, adding a power 
! from any other Power Set costs 1 PP. Your physical form remains where you left it, and 
! for as long as you remain out of sight of it any stress or complications that target it 
! directly are stepped up.

MYSTIC REGALIA
FLIGHT!! ! ! ! ! MYSTIC SENSES
TELEPORT ! ! ! !
SFX: Cloak of Levitation.  When including Flight in any reaction against attacks, remove the 
! highest rolling die and add a third die to your total. 
SFX: Eye of Agamotto.  Add a doom die to your next action including a Mystic Regalia or Disciple 
! of the Ancient One power. After your action, step up the doom die and return it to the 
! doom pool.  
SFX: Mystic Library. When you create a Mystic or Cosmic related resource or stunt, step up the 
! lowest doom die to step up the stunt or resource.
Limit: Mystic Feedback. Shutdown Mystic Regalia to gain 1PP. Take an action vs. the doom pool 
! to recover.

Combat Expert! ! ! Cosmic Expert
Medical Master! ! ! Menace Expert
Mystic Expert! ! ! Psych Expert

[You may convert Expert D8 into 2D6, or Master D10 into 2D8]

MYSTIC ADVISOR
  1XP! when you offer advice to an ally.
  3XP! when you include an ally in a mystical ritual.
10XP! when you use your magic powers against an ally because you thing they 
! either disregarded your advice or took that advice too far.
!
SUMMONER SUPREME
  1XP! when you discuss the greater Powers at work in a given situation or which 
! Powers could be brought to bring about change..
  3XP! when you use Mystic Master or Supreme Sorcery to call on an entity from 
! another plane of existence as a resource or stunt. 
10XP! when you either make a binding pact with a Power from another plane of 
! existence or banish it from Earth.
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HISTORY

! Stephen Strange was always destined for 
greatness. An early experience helping his injured 
sister inspired Stephen to be a doctor, a career at 
which he excelled. Family tragedies hardened his 
heart even as his easy success swelled his ego to 
towering pro- portions. At the peak of his career, an 
auto accident robbed him of the use of his hands. 
Too arrogant to accept working as an assistant or 
consultant, Strange burned through his fortune and 
contacts desperately trying to find a way to mend 
his hands. This quest sent him to the far reaches of 
the Earth and ultimately into the hall of the Ancient 
One. There Stephen faced his destiny, and when he 
chose altruistic reasons to aid the Ancient One, 
Strange passed the first of many tests to prove 
himself worthy of his future title.

! Stephen spent decades under the Ancient 
One’s tutelage before returning to the world outside 
to practice his mystic arts. Defeating the likes of 
Mordo and Dormammu further honed his skills, and 
when the time came for his master to leave the 
mortal realm behind, Stephen Strange took the 
Ancient One’s place as the Sorcerer Supreme, 
mystical de- fender of Earth’s dimension.

PERSONALITY
!
! A calm, reserved, and often stoic presence, 
Stephen is a master of self-control. He knows the 
terrible cost of even his smallest errors in judgment. 
At the cost of his own happiness and relationships, 
Strange keeps himself constantly apart from those 
he protects. His cold exterior is a necessary shell to 
contain the passions and emotions that otherwise 
may interfere with the concentration and focus his 
arts require. In his heart, two forces wage war—
arrogance due to his many achievements and guilt 
resulting from his many failures.

ABILITIES AND RESOURCES

! Doctor Strange is the Sorcerer Supreme of 
Earth’s dimension. He’s one of the most powerful 
practi- tioners in the cosmos, understanding magic 
on a level most mages can’t comprehend. He sets 
his own rules, performing magic that other sorcerers 
think to be impossible. Stephen interacts with 
universal entities as a respected near-equal; 
Eternity stated that Strange’s power dwarfs other 
mortals. He can teleport himself and others 
anywhere in the cosmos, destroy enchantments 
cast by godlike beings, and hold his own in both 
physical and mental duels versus Dormammu and 
Nightmare.

! As Sorcerer Supreme, Strange possesses 
the Eye of Agamotto and the Book of the Vishanti, 
powerful artifacts that expand his mystical 
knowledge beyond any mortal limitations. His Cloak 
of Levitation grants him the ability to fly without 
tapping his own power, and his heavily warded 
Sanctum Sanctorum on Bleeker Street is home to 
countless artifacts acquired by Strange and his 
predecessors.

! Beyond his mystical talents, Stephen 
Strange is also a formidable martial artist and was 
once one of the premiere neurosurgeons in the 
world; though his hands are no longer suited for 
surgical tasks, he retains his considerable medical 
knowledge. He has many allies in both the mystical 
and costumed com- munities, such as his 
manservant Wong and various incarnations of the 
Defenders.

D r .  S t e p h e n  S t r a n g e  [ P u b l i c ]



LUKE CAGE     
Affiliations

Distinctions

Power Sets

Specialties

Milestones

Solo! ! ! Buddy! ! ! Team

Come Get Some!
Hero For Hire
Street Smart

UNBREAKABLE
SUPERHUMAN DURABILITY! ! SUPERHUMAN STAMINA
SUPERHUMAN STRENGTH
SFX: Area Attack: Against multiple targets, for every additional target add a D6 and 
! keep an additional effect die.
SFX:  Second Wind:  Before you make an action including an Unbreakable power, 
! you may move your physical stress die to the doom pool and step up the 
! Unbreakable power for this action.
SFX: Versatile: Replace any Unbreakable power with 2D8 or 3D6 on your next roll.
LIMIT: Difficulty Recovery:  Add your Superhuman Durability die to the opposing roll 
! when others try to recover your physical stress.

Business Expert! ! ! Combat Expert
Covert Expert ! ! ! Crime Expert
Menace Master

[You may convert Expert D8 into 2D6, or Master D10 into 2D8]

NEW AVENGER, NEW IDEAS
  1XP! when you discuss how the current situation connects to the history of the 
! Avengers with a veteran of the team.
  3XP! when your insist the Avengers work in a new way.
10XP! when you either either commit to being an Avenger and move into Avengers 
! Tower with your family or leave the Avengers and go back to Heroes For 
! Hire and knocking heads with Danny.

200 DOLLARS FROM DOOM
  1XP! when you offer a direct, blunt approach to a complicated problem.
  3XP! when you start trouble by punching a bad guy in the face or inflict mental 
! stress on a hero who is over-thinking his problems and being an angst-
! ridden idiot.
10XP! when you either defeat an enemy through direct physical confrontation or 
! take a step back and elect to use a more subtle methodology. 
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HISTORY

! Framed and imprisoned for a crime he 
didn’t commit, ex-gang member Carl Lucas hoped 
for a chance at escape or parole. When Lucas 
volunteered for an experiment in cell regeneration 
and disease control, a vengeful racist prison guard 
sabotaged the experiment. Instead of death or 
injury, the experiment transformed Lucas, giving 
him superhuman strength and resistance to injury. 
Using his new- found powers to escape, he 
changed his name to Luke Cage and became the 
“hero for hire” known as Power Man, later finding a 
lifelong friend and long-term business partner in 
fellow hero Iron Fist.

! Eventually, Luke cleared his name but 
chose to put his old life as Carl Lucas behind him 
and remain Luke Cage. For years, he and Iron Fist 
worked as partners, often doing heroic jobs for 
mundane pay. Luke also joined super hero groups 
such as the Defenders and the Fantastic Four, 
though usually preferring to assist such teams as 
needed instead of staying a long-term member.

! Over the years, Luke has grown to become 
a respected member of the super hero community. 
He’s married to ex-super-hero Jessica Jones and 
they have a new baby together, Danielle. He stands 
shoulder to shoulder with the Earth’s mightiest 
heroes without missing a beat. He rarely goes by 
Power Man anymore, preferring to face foes as the 
man he was forced to become and chose to remain, 
Luke Cage.

! After the Civil War Luke became convinced 
that there was something else going on behind the 
scenes that made this war much more of a tragedy 
that it should have been.  He is certain that 
someone else was pulling strings behind the scenes 
and escalating the conflict, and he’s determined to 
discover the truth behind his suspicions.

PERSONALITY
!
! Luke is an honest, often blunt, strong-willed 
man. He has the instincts of a street hustler and the 
heart of a hero. He is extremely devoted to his 
friends and family, but also cares for his community. 
He loves “sticking it to the man” and will go out of 
his way to fight, embarrass, or confront those who 
think their power and privilege lets them cheat or 
abuse others. After all, this is the guy who once flew 
all the way to Latveria to confront Dr. Doom about 
an unpaid bill.

ABILITIES AND RESOURCES

! Luke Cage is superhumanly strong, and his 
body tissues have the density and strength of steel, 
making him highly resistant to injury. He also 
recovers from injury more quickly and completely 
than a normal human. Cage is a trained combatant, 
using a mix of street brawling and martial arts 
training learned from his friend Iron Fist and others. 
Cage is also an experienced businessman, able to 
turn his superhuman abilities into profit more readily 
than most heroes, though his kind heart often leads 
him to take cases for little or no money.

! Luke has numerous allies he can call on for 
aid. Chief among them are his girlfriend, Jessica 
Jones, and his best friend and partner, Danny Rand 
AKA Iron Fist. Luke has also worked with the 
Fantastic Four, the Defenders, the Daughters of the 
Dragon, and Spider-Man on numerous occasions. 
Outside the super hero community, Luke is 
considered a great hero and role model among 
many of the poorer sections of New York and other 
major cities, as well as within the African-American 
community.

C a r l  L u c a s  /  L u k e  C a g e  [ p u b l i c ]



MOLTEN MAN
Affiliations

Distinctions

Power Sets

Specialties

Milestones

Solo! ! ! Buddy! ! ! Team

Actions Have Consequences 
Criminal Past
Overprotective

UNBREAKABLE
MOLTEN FORM ! ! ! SUPERHUMAN DURABILITY
SUPERHUMAN STAMINA ! ! SUPERHUMAN STRENGTH
SFX: Burning Touch:  On a reaction against physical stress attack actions, inflict 
! physical stress with your effect die at no PP cost or step up the effect die by 
! +1 for an expenditure of 1 PP.
SFX:  Immunity:  Spend 1 PP to ignore stress, trauma or complications from heat and 
! radiation attacks.
SFX: Molten Attack: Add a D6 and step up your effect die by +1 when inflicting a lava 
! complication on a target.
SFX: Scalding: Add a D6 to your dice pool for an attack action and step back the 
! highest die in the pool by -1 to step up physical stress done by +1.
SFX: Versatile: Replace any Unbreakable power with 2D8 or 3D6 on your next roll.
LIMIT: Difficulty Recovery:  Add your Molten Form die to the opposing roll when 
! others try to recover your physical stress.
LIMIT: Too Hot To Handle:  Change Molten Form into a complication to gain 1 PP.  
! Activate an opportunity or remove the complication to recover the power.
LIMIT: Molten Man Suit:  Shutdown Superhuman Durability to gain 1 PP.  Recover 
! power by activating an opportunity or during a Transition Scene.

Combat Expert! ! ! Crime Expert
Science Expert! ! ! Tech Expert

[You may convert Expert D8 into 2D6, or Master D10 into 2D8]

THE MONEY TEMPTS ME
  1XP! when you try to find a way to profit from assisting another hero.
  3XP! when you accept an offer of payment from a villain to perform a task and 
! convince yourself that you aren’t really hurting anyone.
10XP! when you either fulfill your contract and betray the team or you turn on the 
! villain and give up the possibility of a payout.

I CAN FIGURE THIS ONE OUT
  1XP! when you use Science Expert in a dice pool.
  3XP! when you dedicate yourself to the solving of a scientific problem.
10XP! when you either outwit a foe using a clever scientific trick to take them out of 
! commission or your trick backfires and you suffer the stress you meant for 
! your foe.
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HISTORY

! Mark Raxton saw his scientific knowledge 
as a means to an end, and that end was riches.  He 
assisted Dr. Spencer Smythe in converting a liquid 
metal alloy found in a radioactive meteor for use in 
the next generation of Spider Slayers, but in his 
greed attempted to steal the liquid metal for sale to 
the highest bidder.  In a fight with Smythe the liquid 
spilled on Raxton and absorbed into his skin.  The 
scientist’s body took on a golden metal sheen and 
he gained amazing strength and durability and the 
ability to heat himself to extreme temperatures.

! Calling himself the Molten Man, Raxton 
took to a life of crime.  His crime spree resulted in 
his first confrontation with Spider-Man, whom 
almost missed his high-school graduation to defeat 
the newly-minted villain.  Later he attacked his step-
sister Liz Allen, but after his defeat by Spider-Man 
he came to realize that Liz was the only person in 
his life to not abandon him after turning criminal.  

! Abandoning his criminal ways, Raxton 
accepted an offer by Liz’s husband Harry Osborn to 
work as head of security at Oscorp.  Due to his 
rehabilitation he and Spider-Man have become 
allies, although at various times some villain or 
other has used either extortion, brainwashing or 
threats to press gang Raxton into their service.

! After an injury sustained during Civil War 
that left him lacking control over his powers, Harry 
Osborn supplied Raxton with a cure for his 
condition that returned his skin to normal but left his 
powers intact.  He also provided a suit of armor that 
enabled Raxton to control his powers.

PERSONALITY
!
! Although he has learned from the mistakes 
of his past to some degree, Molten Man still has a 
desire to make his own fortune.  He will find ways to 
justify his more questionable actions as not hurting 
anyone else, but when his choices come back to 
haunt him he’ll usually do the right thing.  He is also 
very loyal to those whom show him loyalty and will 
go to great lengths to protect them.  Molten Man is 
a very clever man and is capable of turning a 
situation to his advantage if facing those of lesser 
education and cleverness.

ABILITIES AND RESOURCES

! Molten Man absorbed the properties of the 
strange liquid metal, providing him with superhuman 
durability, stamina and strength.  Although Harry’s 
cure robbed him of the enhanced durability, his 
armor suit provides him with a similar benefit.  

! Mark Raxton also has the ability to heat his 
body to over three hundred degrees fahrenheit.  He 
can melt most conventional materials including 
stone and some metals.  His touch can cause 
severe burns.  He can emit flames from his hands 
or heat a person to the point where they combust.

! In addition to his powers Molten Man is a 
brilliant scientist and has training in many technical 
fields.  He has experience as a security chief and 
due to his time as a villain experience in combat.  

! Mark can rely on Spider-Man to aid him 
even when he doesn’t realize he needs help.  He 
can always call on his stepsister Liz and his brother-
in-law Harry as well.  

M a r k  R a x t o n  [ p u b l i c ]



MOON KNIGHT
Affiliations

Distinctions

Power Sets

Specialties

Milestones

Solo! ! ! Buddy! ! ! Team

Dangerous Past
Fist of Khonshu
Who Is Marc Spector?

AVATAR OF VENGEANCE
ENHANCED REFLEXES! ! ENHANCED DURABILITY
ENHANCED STRENGTH ! ! PSIONIC RESISTANCE
SFX: Lunar Might: Activate an opportunity to step up Enhanced Strength until the
! end of the Scene.
SFX: Call of Vengeance: Add a doom die to a dice pool including an Avatar of 
! Vengeance die, then take the die as mental stress.
SFX: Full Moon:  Spend 1 PP to double a Fist of Khonshu power for the next roll.
LIMIT: New Moon:   Step down all Fist of Khonshu powers and get 1 PP.  Recover 
! during the next Transition Scene.
LIMIT: Unstable:   Change any Avatar of Vengeance power into a complication to 
! gain 1 PP. Activate an opportunity or remove the complication to recover 
! that power.

LUNAR ARSENAL
ENHANCED DURABILITY! ! ! GLIDE CAPE
SWINGLINE! ! ! ! ! WEAPON
SFX: Focus: If your pool includes a Lunar Arsenal die, you may replace two dice of
! equal size with one stepped-up die.
SFX: Moon Copter Extraction: Shutdown a Lunar Arsenal power to leave your current
! scene in an outdoor or exposed location. Spend 1 PP to recover power and 
! join the next scene after it begins.
LIMIT: Gear:  Shutdown Lunar Arsenal to gain 1 PP.  Recover power by taking an action 
! versus the doom pool.

Acrobatic Expert! ! ! Business Expert!
Combat Master! ! ! Covert Master!
Menace Expert ! ! ! Mystic Expert
Vehicle Expert

[You may convert Expert D8 into 2D6, or Master D10 into 2D8]

GOD OF VENGEANCE
  1XP! when you allow Khonshu’s desire for vengeance to distract you from 
! something or someone important to you.
  3XP! when you inflict trauma in the name of your god.
10XP! when you kill a dangerous foe or reject Khonshu’s edicts and spare that foe,
! explaining your mercy to the enemy and what you expect in return.

SOMEONE HAS TO DO THE FUN STUFF
  1XP! when you use a resource die to take down a street-level criminal or criminal 
! organization.
  3XP! when you oppose, confront, or challenge another hero in the course of 
! dealing with the criminal underworld.
10XP! when you turn in the boss of a major criminal organization, or you expose enough  
! of that organization to cripple its operations.
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HISTORY

! Marine-turned-mercenary Marc Spector 
didn’t have to die to meet his god, but it was close. 
Attacked by fellow mercenary Raoul Bushman while 
serving in Africa, Spector hovered near death when 
Khonshu appeared. The ancient Egyptian god of 
vengeance and the moon saved Spector, in 
exchange for him becoming the god’s avatar on 
Earth. Returning to the States, Marc invested his 
mercenary gains and adopted an array of high-tech 
weapons and a costume styled after Khonshu. He 
also adopted alternate identities to cover up his 
past, including millionaire Steven Grant and no-
nonsense cabbie Jake Lockley.

! Spector, now calling himself Moon Knight, 
began his heroic career by taking down a criminal 
con- spiracy called the Committee. During those 
early days, he encountered a number of strange 
foes, such as Werewolf by Night, Morpheus, 
Midnight Man, and Stained Glass Scarlet. After a 
short retirement, Marc renewed his connection to 
Khonshu and found himself armed with new 
mystical weaponry and driven by visions to right 
various wrongs. Joining the Avengers briefly, he 
returned to solo heroics and eventually sacrificed 
himself to save friends and loved ones.

! However, Spector didn’t stay dead long, as 
Khonshu once again revived his champion. Since 
resuming his career as Moon Knight, he has 
concentrated on street-level heroics and bringing 
down more mundane threats.

PERSONALITY
!
! Driven by conflicting desires of redemption 
and revenge, Marc Spector seeks to atone for his 
violent past by helping others; but he also hears 
Khonshu’s calls for vengeance. This internal 
struggle, combined with numerous alternate 
identities, gives Moon Knight a multifaceted and 
somewhat disturbed personality. He often has 
visions of Egyptian priests, past foes, and recently 
Khonshu himself. Whether these visions are 
genuine or a product of his multiple personalities is 
unclear. Spector’s mental issues often make it 
difficult for him to form lasting partnerships, 
romantic or professional.

ABILITIES AND RESOURCES
!
! Moon Knight is one of the most skilled 
combatants in the world, having mastered various 
forms of armed and unarmed combat. He is also a 
skilled pilot, acrobat, businessman, and covert 
operative who speaks several languages. His 
contact with Egyptian gods, werewolves, and 
sorcerers has given him a keen understanding of 
magic and mysticism. He also possesses a gift from 
his patron god—enhanced physical abilities that 
reach superhuman heights during the full moon.

! As Moon Knight, Spector sports crescent-
shaped darts, a grapple, batons that can be 
configured into nunchaku or a fighting staff, and an 
armored costume equipped with a cape capable of 
gliding short distances. He also uses custom-made 
helicopter- type vehicles known as the Moon Copter 
and the Angel Wing. In the past Moon Knight 
employed heavily reinforced Adamantium armor 
and mystical weapons, but he currently uses 
neither.

! Marc Spector is a millionaire with numerous 
contacts in high society, the art world, and various 
mercenary organizations. His close friends and 
allies include his old pilot buddy Jean-Paul 
“Frenchie” DuChamp and his former assistant and 
girlfriend Marlene Alraune. He has worked with 
numerous heroes, most notably the Avengers, 
Spider-Man, and the Punisher. For a time he even 
had a sidekick, Midnight, but Midnight eventually 
turned against him and is currently believed to be 
deceased. 

M a r c  S p e c t o r  [ s e c r e t ]



RONIN
Affiliations

Distinctions

Power Sets

Specialties

Milestones

Solo! ! ! Buddy! ! ! Team

Checkered Past
Cocky Rogue
Peerless Marksman

EXCEPTIONAL TRAINING
ENHANCED REFLEXES! ! ENHANCED SENSES
ENHANCED STAMINA! !
SFX: Fortune Favors the Bold. If your pool includes an Exceptional Training power, 
! spend 1PP to reroll.
Limit: Headstrong. When your opponent includes your existing mental or emotional 
! stress in a dice pool, step up that stress to gain 1 PP. If the opponent’s 
! action or reaction fails, step back that stress.

NINJA ARSENAL
ENHANCED DURABILITY! ! ! WEAPON
SFX: “I’m Just That Good.” If your pool includes a Ninja Arsenal power, you may 
! replace two dice of equal size with one stepped-up die.
SFX: “Watch Me Work.” Against multiple targets, for every additional target add a d6 
! and keep an additional effect die.
SFX: Weapon Savant. Against a single target, step up or double a Ninja Arsenal die. 
! Remove the highest rolling die and use three dice for your total.
Limit: Gear. Shutdown Ninja Arsenal to gain 1 PP. Take an action vs. doom pool to 
! recover.

Acrobatic Expert! ! ! Combat Master!
Covert Expert ! ! ! Crime Expert !
Menace Expert ! ! ! Vehicle Expert!

[You may convert Expert D8 into 2D6, or Master D10 into 2D8]

THE ONE AND ONLY...
  1XP! when you talk trash to a super villain and the doom pool has at least 2D8 in it.
  3XP! when your refusal to back down when obviously outclassed or overpowered either 
! causes you to take stress or allows one of your allies to gain XP from one of their 
! Milestones.
10XP! when you publicly take full credit for defeating a superior enemy or acknowledge 
! the aid of your allies.

LIVE UP TO THE LEGENDS
  1XP! when you spend an entire Transition Scene honing your combat skills.
  3XP! when you challenge and beat a fellow hero in a contest of combat skill.
10XP! when you either defeat a villain without taking any physical strain or you deliver the 
! decisive blow that turns the tide of battle to your side’s victory.
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HISTORY

! Orphaned young, Clint and his brother 
Bernard ran away to join the circus. There Clint met 
the men who would mentor him, the original 
Swordsman and Trick-Shot. Both men noticed 
Clint’s natural abilities and trained him, but Trick-
Shot had the greater influence, beginning Clint’s 
lifelong love of archery. Inspired after watching Iron 
Man in action, Clint Barton left his brother and the 
circus, donning a colorful costume to fight crime as 
Hawkeye. Unfortunately, during Barton’s first outing, 
the authorities mistook him for one of the criminals 
he was attempting to stop, and the young man 
ultimately found himself fighting the very hero who 
had in- spired him in the first place: Iron Man.

! After some unhappy times on the wrong 
side of the law, Clint approached the Avengers in an 
attempt to reform his image, and Iron Man 
sponsored him for membership. Hawkeye was part 
of the first serious set of changes in the team’s line-
up, a situation that saw him, Captain America, and 
their teammates forced to prove themselves worthy 
of name “Avengers” repeatedly.

! Hawkeye has been on and off the roster
of the Avengers over the years, but he has
always returned to his allies, even when his choices 
and moral decisions cost him personally. Barton 
died as an Avenger, sacrificing himself aboard a 
Kree warship to save his comrades, a consequence 
of reality distorted by the Scarlet Witch. More recent 
manipulation by the Scarlet Witch returned him to 
the living, confused and uncertain. Although his 
allies suspect he is back from the dead, Clint has 
yet to reveal himself to his former teammates.

PERSONALITY
!
! Clint Barton is two-parts swashbuckler and 
one- part showman. Win or lose, he’s going to do it 
his way and with style. He may fight the good fight, 
but he has fun doing it and shows off every chance 
he gets. Brash, headstrong, recklessly brave, and 
sometime much too confident in his own abilities for 
his safety, Barton is never without a retort and 
wisecracks on a level that rivals Spider-Man at his 
most annoying. His friends and allies also see 
leadership qualities in him to which he himself 
sometimes seems blind.

ABILITIES AND RESOURCES
!
! Regardless of what costumed identity he’s 
using—and he’s gone through several during his 
career—Barton remains one of the finest marksmen 
on the planet. His peers are few, limited to such 
villains as Trick-Shot, Bullseye, and Taskmaster. His 
impressive archery skills are often supplemented by 
a wide variety of trick arrows provided by Stark and 
others, but even without them, he’s a highly 
experienced and well-trained martial artist and 
master of many weapons. This is a man used to 
fighting alongside Thor and Iron Man—and looking 
good while doing so—with nothing other than his 
skill and courage to complement their power and 
technology.

! In addition to a broad background of 
expertise and an unhealthy level of personal 
bravery, Clint Barton also possesses many contacts 
in the intelligence and superhuman communities. 
Most of the world still believes the man once known 
as Hawkeye is dead.  For reasons that are his own, 
he has chosen to leave his Hawkeye persona in the 
past and assume the mantle of Ronin.

C l i n t  B a r t o n  [ s e c r e t ]



SANDMAN
Affiliations

Distinctions

Power Sets

Specialties

Milestones

Solo! ! ! Buddy! ! ! Team

Head In The Sand
Living Sandstorm
Misguided Morals

BODY OF SAND
INTANGIBILITY!! ! ! SHAPESHIFTING
STRETCHING ! ! ! ! SUPERHUMAN DURABILITY
SUPERHUMAN STRENGTH
SFX: Area Attack. Target multiple opponents.  For each additional target add D6 to 
! your dice pool and keep +1 effect die.
SFX: Grapple.  When inflicting a Sand complication on a target, add a D6 and step 
! up your effect die.
SFX: Invulnerable. Spend 1 PP to ignore physical stress, trauma or complications 
! unless caused by fire, water or wind.
Limit: Mudpile.  Against a water attack change any Body of Sand power into a 
! complication and gain 1 PP.  Activate an opportunity or remove the 
! complication to recover the power.
Limit: Sandstorm.  Against wind or vacuum attacks, step up the attacker’s effect die 
! to gain 1 PP.

Combat Expert! ! ! Covert Expert !
Crime Expert ! ! ! Menace Expert !
! ! ! !

[You may convert Expert D8 into 2D6, or Master D10 into 2D8]

CLEVER HE AIN’T
  1XP! when you first use your Shapeshifting power in conjunction with your Covert 
! Specialty to blend in.
  3XP! when you let your emotions get the better of you and you blow your cover.
10XP! when you either fight your way out of the mess you are in or you use your 
! Intangibility to beat a hasty retreat (as opposed to, you know, reasoning with your 
! opponents).

WHEN I PUT YA’ TO SLEEP, YA’ DON’T WAKE UP!
  1XP! when you use your Body of Sand powers to inflict emotional stress on a target.
  3XP! when you take advantage of a Scene Distinction that involves sand to boost your 
! abilities against an opponent.
10XP! when you either sandblast your opponent into stressing out or you allow one of 
! your Limits to prevent you from taking your opponent down.
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HISTORY

! Abandoned by his father as a young child, 
William Baker became a troubled youth, cheating 
and bluffing his way through school and stealing for 
the things he needed.  Although he excelled at 
football he threw away his chance at a career when 
he threw a game for cash and was caught and 
expelled.  He got into the protection racket 
business, and took on the name Flint Marko.

! Flint spent time in jail and found that the 
woman he loved had left him for a member of his 
gang.  He exerted revenge on his rival, then went 
on a crime spree that landed him in jail once again, 
this time a Rykers prison.  He managed to escape 
but hid out on the grounds of a nuclear testing 
facility on a nearby beach to a reactor.  The 
radioactive steam from the reactor bombarded the 
beach and Flint, and when he awoke he was 
composed of living sand.  Now no longer fearful of 
the police, Flint became the Sandman and devoted 
himself to crime.  

! After defeats at the hands of Spider-Man 
and the Fantastic Four, Sandman forged an alliance 
with Hydro Man.  Unfortunately the pair merged into 
a mindless mud creature.  When the villains finally 
separated again, the trauma of the event drove Flint 
to abandon his criminal pursuits and he joined 
Silver Sable’s Wild Pack to do some good in the 
world.  Later he had a brief stint as a member of the 
Avengers.

! Despite a brief return to crime when he was 
brainwashed by the Wizard, Flint has generally tried 
to do good since his time as a mud creature.  
Recently, when he found out that his father was 
sentenced to the death penalty for a murder he did 
not commit, he attempted and failed to rescue him.  
He now seeks a way to save his father. 

PERSONALITY
!
! Flint Marko will never be among the deep 
thinkers of the Marvel Universe, though he is not as 
dull-witted as he sometimes seems.  He has 
accumulated a good deal of street smarts and has 
no compulsion about doing what he thinks is 
necessary to get a job done.  His desire to cut loose 
against opponents he considers arrogant and his 
long-standing greed continually stand in the way of 
his ever reforming permanently from super villainy.  
Still, if he has good reason to, he has no problem 
lending his muscle to the side of the angels.

ABILITIES AND RESOURCES
!
! Sandman has a body composed of sand, 
which allows him to perform a number of sand-
related stunts.  He can seep through just about any 
opening given even the smallest crack.  He can shift 
his features to resemble others, even managing to 
sound like those he mimics.  He can fire blasts of 
sand or shape his form into weapons such as 
mallets.  If there is a body of sand nearby he can 
add it to his own mass; best of luck to anyone who 
battles Sandman on a beach.  He is nearly 
untouchable, though exposure to water slows him 
down and reduces his intellect and reaction time.

! Due to his time with Silver Sable and her 
Wildpack as well as his time as a criminal, 
Sandman has gained a lot of combat experience 
and the ability to work covertly, though his emotions 
often get the better of him and cause him to blow 
his cover.  He also knows his way around the 
criminal underworld and can surprise others with his 
knowledge in this field.

! Sandman has many contacts in criminal 
and espionage circles, and has worked with Silver 
Sable enough that he can sometimes rely on her 
aid.  In spite of himself, he can occasionally count 
on Spider-Man as an ally if Sandman has a noble 
enough cause to interest the web-slinger.

W i l l i a m  B a k e r  /  F l i n t  M a r k o  [ P u b l i c ]



SPIDER-MAN     
Affiliations

Distinctions

Power Sets

Specialties

Milestones

Solo! ! ! Buddy! ! ! Team

Friendly Neighborhood Hero?
Dark Sense Of Humor
With Great Power Comes Great Responsibility

SPIDER-POWERS
! ENHANCED SENSES! ! ENHANCED STAMINA
SUPERHUMAN REFLEXES! ! SUPERHUMAN STRENGTH
! WALL-CRAWLING ! ! STINGERS
ENHANCED DURABILITY! ! IMPACT WEBBING
! ! SWINGING ! !
SFX:  Grapple:  Add a D6 and step up the effect die by +1 when inflicting a 
" web-related complication on a target.
SFX: Web Constructs:  When creating web-based assets, add a D6 and step up the 
" effect die.
SFX:  Spider-Sense:  Spend 1 PP to add Enhanced Senses (or step up by 
" +1 if already in your pool) and reroll all dice on a reaction.
SFX: Second Wind:  Before you make an action including a Spider Powers 
" power, you may move your Physical Stress die to the doom pool and 
" step up the Bad Luck Kitty power by +1 for this action.
SFX: Spider-Tracer:  Spend 1 PP or use an effect die to create a Traced 
" complication for a target.  You may track that target anywhere until 
" the complication is removed or Enhanced Senses is shut down.
LIMIT: Exhausted:  Shutdown any Spider-Powers power to gain 1 PP.  " Recover 
" power by activating an opportunity or during a Transition Scene.

IMAGE INDUCER
!         SHAPESHIFTING
LIMIT: Exhausted:  Shutdown any Image Inducer power to gain 1 PP.  Recover 
" power by activating an opportunity or during a Transition Scene.

Acrobatic Master! ! ! Combat Expert
Covert Expert ! ! ! Psych Expert
Science Expert! ! ! Tech Expert

[You may convert Expert D8 into 2D6, or Master D10 into 2D8]

COPING WITH HUMOR
  1XP! when you crack a joke while inflicting stress on an opponent.
  3XP! when you point out how absurd a situation has become.
10XP! when you either stop joking and declare a situation deadly serious or vow to 
! retire the mantle of Spider-Man forever.

BLACK-HEARTED SPIDER
  1XP! when you hold nothing back during a fight.
  3XP! when you use torture or threat of torture to interrogate an opponent.
10XP! when you either realize you’ve become everything you despise and 
! abandon your dark attitude or you embrace the darkness and become an 
! anti-hero.
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HISTORY

! Raised by his Uncle Ben and Aunt May, 
science prodigy Peter Parker grew up shy and 
bookish. He had trouble making friends and was 
something of a social outsider in his school. When 
he was fifteen years old, Peter went on a school 
field trip, during which an irradiated spider bit him. 
The radioactive venom somehow caused a series of 
mutations that gave the boy superhuman abilities.
! Attempting to earn money to help his 
financially struggling family, Parker donned a 
costume and tried his hand as a small-time 
television celebrity. Thinking himself too important 
because of his newfound fame, Peter ignored the 
chance to stop a thief escaping the studio one day, 
only to return home later to find that a burglar had 
murdered Uncle Ben. Hunting the burglar down, 
Parker discovered the killer was the man he had 
chosen to ignore earlier. Consumed by guilt, and 
having his future celebrity career curtailed by a set 
of critical editorials published by J. Jonah 
Jameson’s Daily Bugle, Peter began a checkered 
career as the costumed vigilante Spider-Man.  He 
eventually put Jameson’s animosity to good use by 
making a living as a news photographer selling to 
the Bugle and specializing in photos of his alter ego.
! Peter eventually graduated college and 
developed a strong relationship with
girlfriend Mary Jane Watson, a romance that 
evolved into a happy, if problematic, marriage. 
Leaving his work with Jameson behind him, Parker 
used his science credentials to become a teacher, 
while continuing to fight the good fight as Spider-
Man, no matter the personal cost.  When Tony Stark 
swayed him to side with the Pro-Registration forces 
and reveal his identity, he hoped he’d chosen the 
right side, but slowly he realized he had backed the 
side of oppression, switched sides and fought 
against the SHRA.  Unfortunately, his side lost, and 
now Peter is jobless, homeless and on the run from 
the law with his wife and Aunt May in tow.

PERSONALITY
! Peter Parker is a courageous and good-
hearted man driven by crushing
guilt and an unshakeable moral core. The
death of Uncle Ben taught him that with great power 
comes great responsibility. He is the everyman—
mortal, fallible, and often subject to the cruel whims 
of fortune—who nevertheless gives his all to fight 
and bleed for his conscience. Spider-Man hides his 
fears and uncertainty in battle under an incessant 
torrent

ABILITIES AND RESOURCES
! Spider-Man possesses superhuman 
strength, agility, and reflexes, as well as a sixth 
sense attuned to danger. An attraction field based 
around his palms and the soles of his feet enables 
him to cling to most surfaces and even climb them.
! Despite having extraordinary powers, Peter 
frequently has to rely on his exceptional scientific 
acumen. Among other applications, Parker has 
used his innate genius to fashion a pair of “web-
shooters” that spray a short-duration chemical 
adhesive of his own devising. He has learned to use 
this so-called “webbing” to form swing lines or nets, 
and even to spin together solid structures, such as 
small barriers or parachutes.
! Spider-Man notably lacks the wealth of 
material resources many other heroes have, 
especially now that he is on the run.  Despite his 
current outlaw status he still has the respect of a 
number of he’s worked alongside.  Peter has a 
small circle of contacts at the Daily Bugle (such as 
reporter Phil Urich) as well as the emotional support 
of his wife Mary Jane and his Aunt May.  Other than 
his powers and intellect, though, Parker normally 
has little else going for him pure gumption and the 
ever-fickle Parker luck.

P e t e r  P a r k e r  [ p u b l i c ]



SPIDER-WOMAN
Affiliations

Distinctions

Power Sets

Specialties

Milestones

Solo! ! ! Buddy! ! ! Team

Alluring
Private Investigator
Triple Agent

BIO-ELECTRIC METABOLISM
FLIGHT!! ! ! ! SUPERHUMAN STAMINA
VENOM BLAST!!
SFX: Immunity. Spend 1 PP to ignore stress, trauma, or complications from toxins, 
! radiation, or disease.
SFX: Pheremones. When using any powers to inflict mental stress, add a D8 and 
! step up your effect die.
Limit: Uncontrollable.  Change any Bio Electric Metabolism power into a 
! complication to gain 1 PP.  Activate an opportunity or remove the 
! complication to recover the power.

SPIDER-POWERS
ENHANCED SENSES! ! ! SUPERHUMAN REFLEXES
SUPERHUMAN STRENGTH ! ! ! WALL-CRAWLING
SFX: Second Chance. If your dice pool includes a Spider-Powers power, spend 1PP 
! to re-roll.
Limit: Exhausted. Shutdown any Spider-Powers power to gain 1 PP.  Recover by 
! activating an opportunity or during a Transition.

Acrobatic Expert! ! ! Combat Expert!
Covert Master! ! ! Menace Expert !
Mystic Expert! ! ! Psych Expert!

[You may convert Expert D8 into 2D6, or Master D10 into 2D8]

DOUBLE-DOUBLE CROSS
  1XP! when you talk to Hydra agents as if they are allies.
  3XP! when you give orders to S.H.I.E.L.D. agents in the heat of battle.
10XP! when you either cripple a Hydra operation or betray an ally in order to venture
deeper into Hydra, leaving your team behind.

DAUGHTER OF VIPER
  1XP! when you argue with an ally because you perceive them as mistrusting you.
  3XP! when you take emotional stress from an ally.
10XP! when you either become true friends with an ally, trusting them with your life and 
! your secrets, or betray an ally to an enemy.
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HISTORY

! To save his daughter’s life, Jonathan Drew 
transformed her. He conducted experiments that 
super-charged young Jessica Drew’s metabolism, 
giving her a variety of superhuman powers. Jessica 
grew up on Wundagore Mountain among the High 
Evolutionary’s New Men, until Hydra recruited and 
brainwashed her to be a living weapon and 
assassin codenamed Arachne. Hydra sent her to 
attack S.H.I.E.L.D. and its director, Nick Fury. Fury 
managed to break Jessica’s conditioning and turn 
the con- fused young woman against her villainous 
masters. Seeking redemption and her own destiny, 
Jessica became the sensational Spider-Woman.

! As Spider-Woman, Jessica has had many 
strange adventures, highs, and lows. She has 
encountered monsters, murderous madmen, and 
magicians. She has worked with everyone from 
Captain America to the Thing. A run-in with the 
sorceress Morgan Le Fay resulted in Jessica’s 
apparent death, but her spirit and body were later 
reunited. After her resurrection, her powers became 
erratic and unreliable, and she gave up her 
costumed identity, instead working with her friend 
Lindsay McCabe as a private investigator. During 
this time, various others took up the mantle of 
Spider-Woman, but Jessica eventually regained her 
abilities and took up her heroic identity once again.

! Since then, Spider-Woman has struggled to 
find a place, both in her normal life and in the 
superhuman community. She recently rejoined 
S.H.I.E.L.D. She also rejoined Hydra, who actually 
restored her powers, and is now working as a 
personal double agent for S.H.I.E.L.D.’s spymaster, 
Nick Fury. On top of all of this, she’s a full-time 
Avenger.

PERSONALITY
!
! Spider-Woman is a mix of strength and 
confusion. Her willpower, intellect, and compassion 
make her a good teammate and companion. 
However, complications with her powers and her 
unusual history make
it hard for her to get close to others and form 
meaningful attachments. She is particularly guarded
when first meeting people, concerned that any 
strong feelings are the result of her pheromone-
based powers. This makes Spider-Woman seem 
mysterious and unapproachable, but those who 
gain her trust and friendship quickly find a devoted 
hero and loyal friend.

ABILITIES AND RESOURCES
!
! Spider-Woman possesses superhuman 
strength, agility, and stamina. Her enhanced 
metabolism makes her immune to poisons and 
disease, as well as giving her the ability to build up 
and generate bio-electric “venom blasts” and cling 
to walls. These powers also super-charge her 
pheromones, making reactions to her—positive and 
negative— much more intense than usual. Spider-
Woman is a skilled covert operative, investigator, 
and hand-to- hand combatant, having received 
training from both S.H.I.E.L.D. and Hydra. Her 
costume and enhanced physique allow her to glide 
on air currents.

! Spider-Woman has an eclectic mix of allies. 
She has worked closely with the Shroud, Tigra, 
Werewolf by Night, and several heroes with ties to 
the espionage community like Ms. Marvel, 
Wolverine, and Nick Fury. Her friend and ex-partner, 
Lindsay McCabe, is one of the few relatively normal 
people she knows. As a S.H.I.E.L.D. agent she has 
access to the resources of that organization, subject 
to authorization from her superiors.

J e s s i c a  D r e w  [ s e c r e t ]



WOLVERINE
Affiliations

Distinctions

Power Sets

Specialties

Milestones

Solo! ! ! Buddy! ! ! Team

Century-Long Lifetime
I’m The Best There Is At What I Do...
Masterless Samurai

FERAL MUTANT
ENHANCED REFLEXES! ! ENHANCED STRENGTH
GODLIKE STAMINA! ! ! SUPERHUMAN SENSES
SFX: Berserk. Add a doom die to your next attack action. After your action, step up 
! the doom die and return it to the doom pool.
SFX: Focus. If your pool includes a Feral Mutant die, you may replace two dice of
! equal size with one stepped-up die.
SFX: Healing Factor. Spend 1 PP to recover your physical stress and step back your
! physical trauma.
Limit: Mutant.  When affected by mutant-specific complications or tech, earn 1 PP.

WEAPON-X PROGRAM
ADAMANTIUM CLAWS!! ! PSYCHIC RESISTANCE
SFX: Adamantium Skeleton. On a successful reaction against edged or blunt attack 
! action, either convert opponent’s effect die into a Weapon X Program stunt 
! or step back your effect die and inflict it as physical stress. If your 
! opponent’s action!succeeds, spend 1 PP to use this SFX.
SFX: Fearsome. When using Weapon X Program powers to inflict emotional stress, 
! add a d6 and step up your effect die.
SFX: Immunity. Spend 1 PP to ignore telepathy or mind control.
Limit: Heavy Metal. On a magnetic attack or while swimming, change any Weapon X
! Program power into a complication to gain 1 PP. Activate an opportunity or 
! remove the complication to recover the power.
Limit: Toxic Metal. If Godlike Stamina ever shuts down, take D10 physical stress at 
! the beginning and end of every action scene.

Combat Master! ! ! Covert Master!
Crime Expert ! ! ! Menace Master!
Vehicle Expert! ! ! !

[You may convert Expert D8 into 2D6, or Master D10 into 2D8]

...AND WHAT I DO AIN’T VERY NICE
  1XP! when you first choose to inflict physical stress in a scene.
  3XP! when another hero rebukes you for your violence or you threaten another hero with 
! violence.
10XP! when you kill someone in front of innocents or recover from your berserker rage 
! with violence in front of innocents without having inflicted trauma on anyone.
“NOW IT’S MY TURN!”
  1XP! when you separate from your allies, accepting no help, so that you can hunt an 
! enemy down alone.
  3XP! when you inflict trauma on a villain due to an asset created by an ally.
10XP! when you either admit that you needed an ally’s help, declaring that they are good 
! to have around in a scrap or explain to an ally why they are a danger to
! themselves and any team they serve on.
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HISTORY

! James Howlett was born sickly to wealthy 
parents in late 19th Century Canada. Abuse, 
betrayal, lost love, murder, and the manifestation of 
his mutant abilities lead young James to flee his 
ruined home with his first love, a girl named Rose. 
Eventually he lost Rose as well and fled into the 
wilderness to live with a pack of wolves.
! Leaving the forest after a time, James spent 
decades having a series of strange and half-
remembered adventures. Under the name Logan, 
he fought in World War II, met Captain America, and 
worked for various intelligence services. Later he 
came to the attention of the Weapon X program, 
which was attempting to make the perfect assassin 
and kill- ing machine. The program bonded 
Adamantium to Logan’s skeleton and bone claws, 
making them unbreakable. The process also broke 
Logan’s mind, causing his memories to fragment 
and reverting him to an animal state. He wandered 
the Canadian wilderness until Heather and James 
MacDonald Hudson found him. The couple helped 
restore his sanity and recruited him for Canada’s 
Department H.
! As Department H’s operative, Logan took 
the name Wolverine. He fought the Hulk, worked 
with Alpha Flight, and went on various missions until 
Charles Xavier recruited him for the X-Men. 
Wolverine stayed with the X-Men for years, leaving 
periodically in attempts to find peace or put together 
the fractured memories of his past. When the 
Scarlet Witch altered reality to create a world where 
mutants were no longer hated and feared, she also 
restored all of Logan’s memories, which remained 
when reality resumed. He is currently with both the 
X-Men and the Avengers, splitting his time between 
both teams, while finding time to deal with his 
recovered memories.

PERSONALITY
!
! Wolverine is gruff, blunt, but extremely loyal 
and passionate. He combines the code of a samurai 
warrior with the instincts and impulses of a predator. 
Wolverine is often protective of younger, less 
experienced heroes and teammates, but he never 
coddles them, preferring to help them grow and 
advance through “tough love.” Wolverine isn’t proud 
of his berserker rages and past activities as an 
assassin and killer, but he isn’t drowning in shame 
either. Instead, he accepts what he is, expects 
others to do the same, and tries to use those skills 
and experiences for good.

ABILITIES AND RESOURCES
!
! Wolverine possesses uncanny stamina and 
recuperative abilities. This healing factor allows him 
to recover from terrible wounds, rendering him 
functionally immune to poisons and diseases, and 
greatly retarding his aging. His skeleton and natural 
bone claws are bonded with Adamantium, making 
them unbreakable and the claws hyper-sharp, 
capable of cutting through nearly anything. 
Wolverine also has enhanced physical abilities and 
heightened senses.
! In addition to his powers, Wolverine has 
several lifetimes of training and experience. He 
speak multiple languages, is a trained spy, soldier, 
and assassin. He has mastered various forms of 
combat, particularly unarmed ones and those using 
bladed weapons. He is an expert woodsman and 
tracker, skills augmented by his mutant senses.
! Wolverine has been there and done that. 
There are few superhumans in the Marvel Universe 
he hasn’t fought with or against—often both. In 
particular, he has worked closely with Spider-Man, 
Nick Fury, Captain America, and Spider-Woman. He 
is surprisingly close to fellow X-Man Shadowcat and 
spent years in love with teammate Jean Grey and 
rivals with her longtime beau, Cyclops. He has 
numerous contacts in the intelligence community 
and extensive criminal contacts centered around 
the Southeast Asian island of Madripoor, many of 
whom he had forgotten about until recently.
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